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Bear Memories '77 
reflects yesterday's 
encounters, struggles, and dreams 
of the Happy Days spent at 
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo 
High School 
1 !2!29 South I Road 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
where the spirit echoes 
in the halls of our minds. 
Happy Days brings to mind 
memories of maroon and white 
at PSJA High, 
where Battlin' Bears 
will always remain 
No. 1 in our hearts. 
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Yeah, those were rockin' Happy Days, when 
when the Fonz 
was king 
and cool 
• was 1n. 
we took a trip back to the nostalgic 50's, 
Jeans were tight: 
"Oh, so tight!!" 
Chinese fire drills were a feat: 
car hops brought you 












our separate paths, 
May your future days gleam 
like the dawn before you, 
May the days of past 
be a genesis of understanding 
And may you always 
live the present 
aware and awake 
to its possibilities. 

14 
For Happy Days is you, the ·individual, 
expressing thoughts 
of sincerity, 
discovering new horizons, 
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Traces off aces 
It's time for some of us to depart, we've no time to sort our 
memories. Yet we know they're there, for when the moment comes, 
we'll remember many things, many joys and many mistaken steps. Yet, 
tomorrow when we turn the pages to our pa~t, we'll see the uaces of our 
smiles echo our happiest memories. One by one we remember 
distinctive faces expressing sorrow, expressing joy and, perhaps, 
expressing love! Faces, though we each go our separate ways, they 
remain embedded in our minds! Many thoughts will be lost, many 
memories will fade, but the uaces of faces will remain everlasting in 




Fads and rags 
What does this bring to mind? ... longer skirts, gauchos and knickers accented w
ith boots, vests to add a 
Uttle spice, jumpsuits styled for comfort, sundresses for the cool look, western wea
r for the kicker in us all, T-
shirts designed to a "T", and denims that stlll reign in the closets of PSJAites. 
Yes, we 're back in the time tunnel of fashion to the glorious days of the sassy sixtie
s and nifty fifties, where 
skirts are longer and hair is shorter , depending on our moods. But moreso , style rev
olves around the individual '~ 





Grrr ... goes someone's 
tummy--it's a common sound on 
this campus. Coming to school at 
7 a.m. doesn't exactly give 
everyone time to feed their 
stomachs. Let's not forget it's 
hard to control our hunger pangs 
in the afternoon, too. Talking 
about food, why not talk about 
favorite places to munch out at. 
After the game, on a date, or 
after school, students enjoy the 
atmosphere of fast food hangouts. 
Hamburgers, fries, pizza, 
Mexican food, malts, shakes, 
foot-long hot dogs, chips, and 
colas keep the stomach content 





to peel .. • 
It takes all klnds of wheels to 
make the world go round I Some 
take you further and faster with 
less effort than others. Some can 
get more jam-packed quicker. 
Bikes are popular types of 
wheels, whether big or little, 
they bring out the child in each 
of us: for both the young and not 
so young at heart are on the go, 
whether on two wheelers or not. 
You see styles by the mile--
' 57 Chevys, Hondas, Mustangs, 
old pick-up trucks, and "oh" 
those custom vans, lookln' 
mighty fine passln" by, those 
pads on wheels. ZOOM I ZOOM! 
SCREECH! SCREECH! in snazzy 
vehicles, attracting eyes to your 
heart ·s delight. 
25 
Movin' to what's groovin' 
Dancing is nice and you really add life when you use all the funky 
dance steps. So get down and hustle or get up and boogie and create your 
own kind of rhythm to the vibrations of music . Whatever your style--
pop, kicker, disco or rock--there's a place in the Valley where you can 
get down any night and do a little dance by movin' to what's groovin'. 

Feelings 
We want to love. no matter 
what, 
for we feel free 
with life ahead of us. 
We take new steps, 
yearning to receive. 
Expressing deep feelings, 
we take pride in what we give! 
Indoors or outdoors. 
we have no fear, 
for we feel young and in love. 
We must love, 
in the park or in the library. 
for new loves 
make up for heartbreaking tears. 
We love. we gl" • 
we cherish memories 
that best make ha ;,y. 
for our innocent loves 






The Senior Class of 1976-77 is led by, left to right, Elva Salazar, reponer; Janice Brewster, vice-president; 
Rene Guzman, president; Estela Fuentes, treasurer; and Nora Tijerina, secretary. 
Seniors Great! Seniors Great! Seniors Great! 
Speaking of a state of deflation , that was what the Senior Class suffered when their long-winded efforts at 
blowing 1,200 helium balloons ended in a sea of multi-colored balloons hugging the football field . A few 
balloons managed to escape their execution as a horde of adolescents and children littered the field to demolish 
the condensed balloons. 
Homecoming was never like this before! ! ! Nevertheless, the effon and the ever-present spirit of the Class of 
'77 was evident that Oct. 22, 1976. 
The uaditional boire symbolized the blazing spirit and great loyalty that the mighty seniors displayed 
throughout the year. Seniors! Great! Seniors Great! 
Among other feats, the Senior Class is leaving behind a memorable token of their esteem, which enhances 



























PSJA celebrated the 
annual burning of the 
dogs on Sept. 23. 
Noe Avila 






















































2bits, 4 bits, 6bitsa 
dollar, all for the 













Pedro De La Cerda 
37 
Narciso De La Cruz 
Criselda de la Fuente 
Pedro de la Fuente 























'· Bears are tops to 
us." Say Alma, 
Brenda , Ruth, 
Melissa, Belinda, 










One aspect of being a senior is learning to make decisions that will 
affect future years. To Esmelda that day is close. So dream on. 
42 
Juana E. Flores 
Maggie Flores 


































Tender feelings linger 































Mario A. Gonzalez 
Nora Gonzalez 
Rodolfo Gonzalez 






You're my steady, 
I'm your man, and 
I'm gonna love you 







Rosa Ma. Gutierrez 





Homecoming '77 was 
highlighted by the 
crowning of Belinda as 
Homecoming Queen. 
Becky and Sylvia were 
princesses . 
Christina Hayes 











































































With a V-I-C-T-0-R-Y!!! With a V-I-C-T-0-R-Y!!! 


































Nora takes a breather 
at tht Senior Tea, 





































































George , Scott, Eric 
and Don learn about 
computer 





We're No. 1, can't be 
No. 2--we're gonna 
beat the whoopee out 
of you! 
Norma Perez 


















Dora Diana Ramirez 













Letty Rivas Nora Tijerina 
Bearettes show spirit 


































Get your rest, eat 
well, and walk your 














makes me happy as its 



























































Ma. Delia Vasquez 
Eli Varn 
Dionicio Vecchio 
Alma Rosa Vela 
Glenda Fowler twirls 






























• • Junior year 
"Hot dogs!" "Cokes!" 
"Peanuts!" "Just about anything 
edible!·· Those were $Orne of the 
soliciting lines used by junior 
concession stand workers at 
football games. 
Funds raised from co1 cessions 
financed the Junior-Senior Prom 
held in May. A last farewell to 
seniors, it provided fond 
memories for all. 
Heading the Junior Class are president Pete Garcia , at top, and, at bottom left to right, secretary Rosa Salazar, 
































Rosa Maria Blanco 
Debbie Bland 






























Juan Castillo • 
Ester Castro 
Ferna ndo Castro 
Genaro Cavazos 
Guadalupe Cavazos 
Norma L. Cavazos 












Alben helps give a 
boost to Sylvia on her 










Corina De La Rosa 
Diana de la Rosa 67 
Sparks of spirit were 
g ... en as juniors 
gathered wood . 
Ramiro De LA Rau 
Carlos De Los Santos 
Lucia Diaz 
Tin& Diaz 
Mary de J= Dimas 
1111 Dou 





















68 Israel Flores 





Flor Estella Gallegos 











































































































































Mary E. Mata 
Mike Mata 








What time of day is 
the juniors' favorite? 
Lunchtime! 
Junior representatives 
are, left to right, 
Rafael Mendoza , 
Leticia Garza, 
Juanita Garcia, Abel 
Ramirez, Gloria 
Aleman , Hermelinda 
Castilleja, Pete 
Garcia, Terry Luna, 
Mary Mata, Carlos 
Martlnez, Rosa 
Salazar and Jill Doss. 
Diane Mettlach 
Phyllis Mettlach 































































Marla Diana Ramos 
Epl Rendon 
















Jos.: Luis Rojas 

























Aaron Sa veil 
Self -assured juniors 
readied to rate No . 1 









Dora N. Sliva 
Irma Sliva 
Jan Smith 





























































San Juanita Chavez 




Heading the sophomores during '77 are, left to right, president Ana DeLeon, secretary Cindy Lozano, reponer 
Olga Garcia, vice-president Cindy Salinas, treasurer Belinda Vela and parliamentarian Neida Sandoval. 
8ophs present favorites at Belle and Beau 
Highlighting the '77 version of the Belle and Beau, co-sponsored by the Sophomore Class, was the 
presentation of Class Favorites, the Belle and Beau and club sweethearts. The Playboys provided music for the 
dance, Feb. 26 , at the Pharr Civic Center. 
To raise money sophs sponsored a sock-hop, featuring "SAPO", that netted about $450. Their second project 











Olga Lidia Alaniz 

















































































































Esperanza De Hoyos 
Jaime De Hoyos 
Jesus De Hoyos 
Modesto De La Cruz 
Delia De La Fuente 
Francisco De La Garza 
Alex De La Rosa 
l~nacio De La Rosa 
J!lan De La Rosa 
Lupita De La Rosa 
Mary De La Rosa 
Ana Del.eon 
Angie Del.eon 










Arlnda De Los Rios 






Rosa Maria Escamilla 



























Everywhere we go 




















Marla G. Garcia 
Norma Garcia 











































Manha Alicia Gonzalez 
Mary Elisa Gonzalez 
Mike Gonzalez 
Norma Gonzalez 





















































As they say, 
"Different strokes for 






San Juana Jimenez 
Vincent Kahn 
Patricia Keel 





































































































































Carlos Javier Ramos 
Joe Ramos 
Jose Raul Ramos 
Melly Ramos 
84 Oscar Ramos 
Roberto Ramos 
Sophomore Class representatives are, seated left to right, Fermin Gonez, Manha Alonzo, Delma Rios, 
Melba Infante, Ramiro Trevino, Tomas Reyes, second row, Webby Skinner, Frank Rosales, Robert 
Hernandez, Ricky Abrego, Javier Torres, third row, Irma Rog-· q t. , Dorla Garcia, Melba Rosas, 








JOIC Luis Reyes 




Fr.anccs RJv.as 85 
M.arlcda Riv.as 
Marice la Rive ra 






















San Juana Rodriguez 
Sonia Rodriguez 
Rudy Rojas 






















86 Diane Salinas 
George Salinas 










































Terry Snell 87 
Aurora Solis 
Bears are declared 
victorious by the 
spirited sophs. 
Rosa Marla Soils 
Crlstlna Soto 
Javier Soto 








Mary Jane TIJerlna 
Noc Tijerina 
Javier Tobias 
Olivia C. Tobias 
Javier Torres 












88 Roy Trevino 
Rudy Trevino 
Joe Vale 
Georgia Vanden Heuvel 














































Sophs get a break by 
being able to attend 




Leading the Freshman Class are, left to right, president Doel Anders, secretary Evelyn Romero, treasurer Lolly 
Trevino and vice-president Delfino Lorenzo. 
Fish provide smash sock-hop for P9JAites 
For the first time in history the Freshman and Sophomore Classes united to provide students with the 
uaditional Belle and Beau, Feb . 26, at the Pharr Civic Center. Many agreed that the Belle and Beau Dance was 
a success credited to the sophomores and freshmen who put it together . 
The freshmen's first fund raising project was a "smash" sock-hop featuring a new disc-jockey, surnamed 
"SAPO". He encouraged PSJAites to dance by awarding record albums to the best dancers. 





















Jose Angel Anaya 
Doe! Anders 
Gloria Aranda 



























































Freshmen "got down" 































































Freddie De La Fuente 
Oscar De La Fuente 
Arturo De La Garza 
Yvette De La Pena 


















































































94 Ruben Garcia 
Salome Garcia 
Every individual's 






































































































































•·The smaner you 
are, the more you 






Sergio Lujan 97 

















Marla Luisa Martinez 
Maribel Manlnez 


















































members have an 





































Jose Elias Perez 























Alicia Quintanll la 





Flor Estella Ramirez 














100 Teresa Ramos 






























Ana Marla Rodriguez 
Candido Rodriguez 
Da vld Rodriguez 
Dina Rodriguez 
Esteban Rodriguez 





























Jose Angel Salazar 








Yes, besides lots of 
practice, math 
classes require testing 
of acquired skills and 
knowledge. 
102 
Man, I wish they'd 
hurry. I can't take 





















Alice San Miguel 
Joe Sauceda 














These fish may prove 





























J. P. Trevino 
Laurie Trevino 
Lucy Trevino 


















































''Don't worry , you 
only have three more 
years to go . '' 
105 
Mr. Guerra, Mr. Alvarado form new P9JA team 
Mr. Ernesto Alvarado, former 
principal, said "adlos· · in 
December after sen·lng four 
years :u this duty-full job. The 
reason Because he was honored 
as assistant superintendent of the 
district, forming a new team 
along with the superintendent for 
the past fl ve ycars, Mr. A ugosto 
Guerra. We should be proud of 
Mr. Guerra. Thanks to him, 
students of different .iges in the 
district will no longer be stuck in 
crowded classrooms. Under a 
four-phase construction plan, 
Mr. Guerra and the School Board 
have seen to it that new 
classrooms, remodeling and even 
new schools are being 
constmctcd. 
A sad event will also take 
place this year as PSJA tearfully 
will say good-bye to a person 
who has dedicated 4 11,years of 
service to the school. Miss 
Geraldine Palmer, PSJA 's 
secretary, has long been the right 
hand at many a supcrintendent·s 
side. 
Miss Gerald inc Palmer, 
secretary, has given of herself 
and has faithfully served the 
district for 4 ~ cars. We salut<.: 
her. 
Mr. Augosto Guerra, superintendent of the PSJA Independent School 
District, heads our loyal sons of PSJA and Is always ready to help. 
Mr. Ernesto Alvarado receives farewell gifts from students and faculty as he leaves Bruin High for the assistant superimendentship . 
Mr. Octaviano Gonzalez 
Mr. Jose E. Gutierrez 
Ms. Zonia Willingham 
School Board spearheads 
district's construction phase 
PSJA is privileged this year to have a top School Board. The School 
Board, comprised of seven persons, has created four phases to help better 
the mighty school district. The first phase of the building program 
consists of 34 elementary classrooms . The second phase consists of 14 
classrooms added to the high school and the expansion of the cafeteria. 
These facilities will be ready for use during the 1977-78 school year. 
Tht. third phase consists of two complete elementary schools, one 
located in Pharr and the other in San Juan. The fourth phase is the 
construction of a new junior high for seventh and eighth graders from the 
Pharr area . What does all this mean. It means that the district School 
Board members are concerned about the PSJA school system . 
Remember, in just a few short years, it may be you behind one of the 
School Board Member's chair. 
Mr. Enrique Moya, secretary 
Mr. Richard Gomez , 
assistant secretary 
Mr . Hector Palacios, president 
Mr . Dalmon Moseley, 
vice-president 
108 
Taking on the position of new 
head principal as of December is 
Mr. Jack McKeever, PSJA High's 
former assistant principal. 
Assisting in keeping PSJA at the top are vice-principals, left to right, 
Mr. Charles Cain, Miss Hilda Garza, Mr. Nieves Garza and Mr. 
Felipe Alanis. 
Mr. McKeever takes helm now 
PSJ A was blessed with two fantastic principals. Mr. Ernesto Al var ado, 
was promoted to assistant superintendent and replaced by Mr. Jack 
McKeever. Mr. Nieves Garza was named as assistant principal. Despite 
the changes, the adminisuative team kept school running smoothly. 
Helping students out this year are counselors, left to right above, Mr. 
Reynaldo Zuniga , Mrs. Mollie Thomas, Mrs. Diamantina Cantu and 
Mr. Juan Badillo. At right is Mrs. Lucy Alvarado. 
At left are vocational counselors Mrs. Benha Mejia and Mr. Jose Luz 
Garza: below center, attendance officer Mr. Manuel Garza: and below 
right, vocational director Mr. Wesley Van Matre and vocational 
supervisor Mr. Jose Adan Farias. 
At mid-left arc librarians Mrs. Nora Gonzalez, standing, and Mrs. 
Gilma Franco, sitting; at immediate left is vocational secretary Frances 
Gonzalez. Secretaries answering phones, writing letters, and keeping 
the school organized above are, left to right, Mrs. Bertha Gonzalez, 
Mrs. Thelma Mettlach, Mrs. Ramona Mora and Miss Carmen Enriquez. 
109 
Math department known to harbor problems 
"Tang ms, sin, cosin, angle 
A is supplcm1.:ntar} , x = 76, 
:mglc: B measures 15 dcgkcs," 
C.ould this be "hat is running 
through the m)Stcrious math 
tc:achcrs' minds' Perhaps they 
arc just planning th horn '-Ork 
of the day or d ciding to make 
the best of next summer . Math 
t achc:rs on the.-: PSJA campus arc: 
al ..,:a)S r",1dy to knd ,1 hand . 
Mr. Pablo Alvarado 
Mr . Gary Baltls 
• 
• 
Mrs. Lucille Fraim 
Mr. Armando Arcaute Mrs. Odi lia Arredondo 
Mr. Auston Cron Mrs. Jane t Doyle 
Mr. Marcos Flores Mr. Joe Garza 
Mr. Manin Griffin 
Mr. Samuel Nieto Mr. Pat Gill 
Mrs. Shirley Saulsbury 
Mr. Ramon Gonzaba 
Mr. Eliberto Reyna 
Mrs. Margie McCarthy Mr. Rodolfo Molina Mr. Juan Serna 
Mrs. Hilda Benavidez 
Mr, Joe Guerra 
Mr. Julian Cantu 
Miss Beatrice Laurel 
Mr. Elvis Joe Ballew 
Mr. Ramiro Castillo 
Mrs. Victoria Hernandez 
Mr. Leonel Galaviz 
Miss Suzan LaPeer 
Mr. George MacGonigle 
Social studies teachers depict historical events 
Mr. Rogelio Mata 
Mr . Danie l Reyna 
Miss Yolanda Maninez 
Mr. Mike Romero 
Mr. Guadalupe Rodriguez 
Mr. James Torline 
Mr. Abe l Solis 
··p1 a m mori th 
Gclt)Sburg Address b) 
tomorro\l: . · · Ah, m mori of the 
histor} class<. in tilled rn our 
minds. The Social Studit 
t achi.;rs do thdr b t to h Ip 
students rdivi.; C\cnts in tht..ir 
minds such as the signing of th"' 
Dcclaration of Ind pendcnce , 
the cruch} to sla\CS or the 
roaring Ja z age of th,; fabulou 
Tw,;ntics. 
Business skills 
open job areas 
"Type exercise 2 on page 231 
on a 60-space line; then prepare 
for a 3-minute timed writing." 
This seems to be the most often 
heard phrase as you go to a typing 
class. Business teachers help 
students view the immediate 
world of business ahead of them, 
so that in the near future they 
may be prepared for careers that 
employ such skills. 
Mr. Francis Hallock 
Mrs. Gloria Potter 
Miss Luisa Serna 
Mrs. Norma Cardenas 
Mrs. Carole Haldiman 
Mrs. Marjorie McNeil 
Mrs. Rosalinda Rodriguez 
Students probe 
unknown fields 
"Prepare a disecting tray; 
choose a frog and learn the 
internal organs for a quiz 
tomorrow. '' Such instructions 
followed by "ughs" and "oohs" 
are heard in a typical science 
class. Science is not all 
disecting, as teachers relive 
moments of pupil discovery in 
fields such as biology, 
chemisuy, marine biology, and 
general physical science. 
Mr. Xicotencatl Alvarado 
Mr. Bryan Adams 
Mrs. Gilda Guerra 
Mr· Hugh Jones Mr. Wilton Mize 
Mrs. Sandra Lopez 
Mr. Jesus Vasquez 
Mr. Paulino Ramirez 
Miss Hilda Ybarra 
Miss Ro ,a Sanchez 
Mr. Robert Soper 
Mr. Ruben Reyna 
Mr. Wilford Wood 
ll6 
Pictured below arc, fi rst row left to right, Coaches Boxer Herna ndez , 
Danny Reyna, Reymundo Gonzalez, Juan Crosby , Sl:Cond row, Darrell 
Earhart, a thletic director Julio Ayala and Paulino Ramirez . 
Mr. Roben Flores 
l 
Athletics keep 
coaches on go 
Every year students panicipate 
in many classes of physical 
education and health. They 
choose to be active in sports such 
as volleyball, basketball, tennis 
and track. The coaching staff 
requires much exercising to keep 
in good health. Many who do not 
participate in physical education 
take a health class to keep their 
bodies healthy. 
Mrs. Sandra Hendrick 
Mr. Jesus Lopez 
Miss Alexandra Barker 
Mrs. Nancy Faust 
Mrs. Kathy Lara 
Mrs. Sylvia Navarro 
Mrs. Julie Perez 
Mr. David Rivera 
Mr. Fide l Villarreal 
Maestros promote music world 
Mr. Phil Fie lder 
Docs music make your world 
sweeter'1 Many students who feel 
music can lead them to more 
profound experiences supported 
the Varsity Band directed by Mr. 
Pete Cisneros and Hugo Gonza-
lez . Mr. Paul Denman led the 
Freshman Band . The Stage Band 
is commanded by Mr . Marvin 
Miller . Singers were i n tune with 
Mr . Phil Fielder. 
Miss Rebecca Johnson 
Band directors are, left to right, Mr . Hugo Gonzalez, Band B; Mr. Steve 
Schulock; Mr. Charles Coward; Mr. Donald Swaim; Miss Libby Cardenas; Mr. 
Pete Cisneros, Band A; Mr. David Smith; Mr. Marvin Miller, Stage Band; Mr. 
Paul Denman, Freshman Band. 
117 
118 
Mrs. Donna Adams 




"Good news . . . tomorrow 
you will read a famous tragedy, 
Romeo and Juliet . . . ooh! 
There is also some bad news. 
You will do a term paper on 
Romeo and Juliet to be turned in 
. . . ugh! · • Someone has heard 
these lines from the teachers in 
the English Depanmem. If you 
didn't read the material you 
wrote a research paper on it. 
Teachers in the language 
depanment really keep you busy, 
as one must uul y agree! 
Mrs. Beatrice Balli 
Mrs. Deanna Castillo 
Miss Patricia Corkhill 
Mrs . JoAnn Doffing 
Mrs. Carole Inks 
Miss Wynette Jameson 
Miss Hilda Garza Mrs. Shirley Hofland 
Mr . Jan Jernberg Mrs . Betty Kelso 
Mrs. Esmeralda Longoria 
I 
• \ 
Mrs. Flora MacGonigle Mr. Bruno Maninez 
Miss Josie Luna 
Mrs. Aidanela Rivera 
Miss Irene Sanchez 
Mr. Jorge Ramirez 
Mrs. Karen Reynolds 
Mrs. Rosie Ruiz 
Mrs. Karen Seiver 
Mrs. Sandra Thornton Miss Ana Villarreal 
Mr. Lewis Weaver 
\ • 
Miss Noelia Alanis 
Mrs . Gracie Champion I 
Mrs. Billie Day 
Mr. Fausto Galvan 
Mr . Eloy Garcia 
~ 
Mr. Lorenzo Garcia 
Mr. Charks B !cw 
Mr. Sidney Ford 
World of work 
encompasses 
many fields 
Vocational teachers keep on 
the go teaching fundamental 
skills from home economics to 
metal trades. The department 
incorporates around 30 faculty 
members who sponsor various 
vocational organizations such as 
Electrical Appliance Repair, 
Future Farmers of America, 
Industrial Cooperative Training, 
Distributive Education Clubs of 
America, Office Educ,1tion 
Association, Auto Mechanics, 
General Metal Trades, Future 
Homemakers of America, and 
Duplicating Office Trades. 
Students learn skills i;ssential to 
their immediate and future 
careers. At the same time they 
keep active in their respective 
organizations. l:?l 
I. 
Mr. Alberto Garza 
Mr. Cecil Hopkins 
Mr. Leandro Garza 
Mr. Roy Hopkins 
Miss Mary Guerra 
Mr. David Kempen 
Mr. Robert Lewis 
Mrs. Virginia Linville 
Mr. James Magness 
Mr. Aristeo Palacios 
Mrs. Viola Norton 
Mr. Mateo Solis 
Mr. Allie McKee 
Mrs. Jane Ramos 
Mrs. Noemi Soriemc 






















Spirited and tough volleyball girls charge onward 
Above, Volleyball Team players 
arc, kn<.:cling left to right, Diana 
Arredondo, Letty Vela, second 
row, Gloria Gal van, Rachel 
Vargas, Maricela Gutierrez, Cris 
Santillan, Angie Sustaita, Oralia 
Trejo, Mirna Rodriguez, 
Elizab<.:th Ordaz, Hortencia 
Singleterry and Coach Julia 
Perez. At right, nobody can say 
that PSJA 's volleyball girls are 
not ready for action, as Mirna 
dcmonstra tcs. 
into competition and come out smelling like roses 
You take nine spirited young ladies, a number one coach, one 
gleaming white volleyball, put them all together and you have one 
fantastic team! Exuberance in this competitive sport is what the girls 
give the school . One loss too many left our volleyball team as District 
Co-Champs, leaving the girls heartbroken. However, PSJA stfll has the 
best team around. With winning teams , such as the Volleyball Team, 
PSJ A should be proud to carry its head high. 
Left, Casper docs her thing while playing. At bottom, one reason for 
this year's success was the unity this team had. 






--- M ton-- -- -\,in 
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Nov. 2 ---San6enit 










Diana, Letty and Rachel are just 
three reasons why the Volleyball 
Team came in first in district, 
and first to PSJAites. 
144 
Casper hits the ball as Mirna 
watches on preparing for action. 
The girls all gather 'round as Coach Perez orders, "Huddle around", 
take the very much needed break and prepare to attack once again. 
"Kick 'em high Rachel, and p-1-e-a-s-e don't miss the ball." Oralia 
and Letty try to convey the ·r t..xua-scnsorial perception message. 
Oralia expertly recovers the ball 
from going out of the court. Junior Varsity 
sets up girls 
for next year 
"Practice those serves! Spike 
that ball!" These are probably 
commands from J. V. Volleyball 
Coach Kathy Lara. These young 
~ rls k >w the meaning of hard 
work and practice. Competition 
I am port, as in Junior Varsity 
Volleyball, teaches students the 
value of self-discipline and 
teamwork. They understand that 
in order to have a fine 
organization they must give their 
all. 
Girls Junior Varsity Volleyball continue the tradition of girls' involvement in act
ion sports. Teammates are, 
kneeling left to right, Josie Enriquez . Cindy Guardiola. standing, Alma Es ,sa,
 Esperanza De Hoyos, 
Virginia Flores, Alice Bailey, Coach Kathy L:ira, Sofia Hinojosa, Rosie Gonzale
z, Estella Garcia and Nelly 
Gutierrez . 115 
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Varsity Basketball cagers for the 1976-77 season arc, first row left to right, Randy
 Roseland, Charlie 
Martinez, David Salazar, second row, Coach Jan Jernberg, Jose Palacios, Ike Flo
res, Emilio Salazar, Nandy 
Cabrera, George Silva, Warren Quick, at net, Mario Reyna. 
Emilio, play the game and shoot 
baskets! Don't kiss the floor! 
Look Coach Jernberg, "We know it's very exasperating, but try to 
understand that we arc trying as hard as we can!·· 
And there he goes--he jumps a super-bionic jump and stretches and 
stretches till he makes a tip-off. 
"\\'hat's so hard about exknding 
your arms and shooting?" says 
Emilio. 
Varsity jocks 
play rocki n', 
sockin' tough 
Steering the Varsity Basketball 
Team to a 21-14 win-loss record 
was helmsman Coach Jan 
Jernberg. Helping to pilot the 
ship were high scorers George 
Silva, Nandy Cabrera, Mario 
Reyna and Charlie Martinez. In 
the crucial game against 
Harlingen the Bears came 
through. It took individuals 
working as a team to come out 




At left, Warren says, "I got it 
first! '' Belo.,;, Mario sa) s, 
"Dribble, dribble, past you and 
you and on to the basket! '' 
"Stay away all you guys! Keep 
"Hurry up! Don't be so slow and throw me that ball! Don't worry, I'll 
catch it! Hurry up this guy is trying to block it!'' 
back! Cause when I mean to shoot , I' 11 shoot, no ma ner what! " 
"Look guys stay back! If you' 11 
only wait a while, I can make 
the basket by myself!" 
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JV Basketball players include, first row left to right, Robcn Cantu, Richard Cantu, second row, Mike Vasqu z, Mario Salinas, Joel Salinas, Adam Cabrera, third row, Hal Anderson, Daniel Salazar, Royal Millen, Albcno Bravo. 
J.V. players 
grind 'em up 
Keeping the tradition of a 
.,.inning season, the Junior 
Varsity Basketball Team 
succeeded in pulling out an 13-
12 record, Coach Rob1,;1t rlores 
guided the enthusiastic team to 
\·ictory. Under his expert 
guidance many students 
excelled, such as high scoll::rs 
Albert Bravo , Joel Salinas and 
Daniel Salazar . 
Hey, the game is not over. 
These guys think it's funtime 
.ii ready. 
Albert better aim corr1;ctly and 
make pretty sure it'll go in. 
Freshmen White basketball teammates include, left to right, George Guzman, Jessie Gonzalez, Ernie Bravo, 
Joe Espinoza, Rick Garcia, Coach Danny Reyna, Robert Rivera, Charlie Flores, Rolando Casas, Gus 
Elizondo. 
Fish Maroon roundball players are, kneeling left to right, Oscar Rivas, 
Zeke Flores, Joe Jimenez, standing, Freddie Ramirez, Arnie Isaguirre, 




Teaching the young freshmen 
athletes the skills of basketball 
were Coach Danny Reyna for the 
\,'hite and Coach David Ri\'<..ra 
for the Maroon. Bright shining 
stars on the teams were high 
scorers Jessie Gonzalez and Ernie 
Bravo for the White and Javier 




Girls Varsity Basketball Team includes, first row left to right, Cris Santillan, Lety Vela, second row, Diana 
Perez, Debbie Bland, Rosa Martinez, Estella Garcia, Yolanda Ibarra, Alma Flores, Maricela Gutierrez, third 
row standing, Lili Ruiz, Bengi Garcia, Beverly Taylor, Angie Sustaita, Josie Enriquez, Lucy Diaz, Coach 
Kathy Lara, fourth row at top, Diana Arredondo and Hortencia Singleterry. 
These young athletes, starters for the; first girls basketball team at PSJA, 
wind up to start the game and to go out and get 'em. 
Casper awaits the ball feeling that as it comes her way she"ll grab, 




,~ inning and losing, but most 
of ,di learning, is what Girls 
Varsity Basketball did this year. 
Conceh c;d this ) ear, the infant 
team won few games but learned 
the true meaning of. '"h's not 
whether you win or lose, but ho¼· 
you play the game.·· Since the 
)Oung athletes were untried in 
competition, e\ery game was a 
kaming experience. 
"Uh-oh, should I go straight 
ahead, turn, or just whiz by 
her'"' 
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Debbie is hopin' and prayin' that 
she can get the rebound . 
Coach Lara comes into the scene telling the girls, "No, you won't be 
able to get that play right. I suggest you go back and keep on 
practicing." 
Above, Casper does a spread 
eagle shot. Below, Beverly sinks 
it. 
"No, I'm not letting the ball lift me into the air. I just want to shoot a 





It's a homerun! 
"It's the bottom of the fifth and 
there's a man on second as Bazan 
steps up to bat. The pitcher winds 
up and lets loose with a fast ball. 
He swings, and the ball is out of the 
park! It's a homerun ! " This is a 
brief scene from one of the Varsity 
Baseball games that occur on 
campus. In the scene above any one 
of the fine baseball players could 
act the part. The baseball team is 
instructed on the finer points of 
sliding, pitching and hitting by 
Coach Villarreal. 
Bobby, make sure that guy behind 
you doesn · t uy anything funny! 
Making up the pitching staff are, kneeling left to right, Buddy Reyna, 
Raul Sandoval, Xavier Avendano, standing, Emilio Salazar, Frank 
Gongora, Richard Villarreal, Danny Salazar. 
Hey guys, what's the matter with you? If you want to play footsie, 
believe me you aren't doing it right! Better practice instead! 
Coach Fidel Villarreal's Varsity Baseball League includes, seawd left to right, Xavier Avendano, Dago be no 
Soto, Ciro Gomez, Gilbert Trevino, Buddy Reyna, Donny Garcia, Emilio Salazar, standing, Ike Flores, Raul 
Sandoval, Pete Bazan, Albert Bravo, Benny Bravo, Freddie Herrera, Fernando Guajardo, Robert Ramirez and 
Coach Villarreal. Sporting an overall winning season in District 28-4A competition, the baseball big leaguers 
carried big sticks this year such as Pete, Emilio, Xavier, Benny, Buddy, Bobby and Gilbert. 
Catchers are, squatting, left to right, Pete Bazan, Albert Bravo, 
standing, Rudy Robles, Donny Garcia, Butch Esparza. 
Coach Villarreal prepares to 
aim, shoot and fire! Will they 
hit'? 
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Oops, now you be careful! We 
wouldn't war thO' am. o tear 
for nothing in the world! 
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The pitcher gets so excited in pitching the ball, hopin' and prayin' that 
the batter suikes out! Wow! All that energy! 
Infieldc.rs ar~, front left to right, Buddy Reyna. Dago Soto, Gilben 
Trevino, back, J. J. Palacios, Benny Bravo, Raul Sandoval. 
Below , Pete makes one of his errorless catches for which he is known. Right, 
Xavier steps gallantly forward to give it a swing. 
Outfielders are, kneeling left to right, Oscar Garza, Richard Villarreal, Ike Flores, Xavier Avendano , Ciro 
Gomez, standing, Emilio Salazar, Freddie Herrera, Daniel Salazar, Benny Bravo , Rohen Ramirez . 
159 
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Thinclads for the 1976-77 season are. first row left to right, Roel Carranza, Mike Gonzalez, Manuel Escamilla, Joe Fonseca, Roman Alaniz, Manuel Olivarez, Jose Luis Garcia, second row, Coach Julio Ayal.1, Diego Luna, Ruben Lopez, Anemio Fonseca, Robert Ramirez, Lorenzo Trujillo, Candelario Gutierrez, Ruben Garza, third ro,,_., Manuel Casas, Gail McMillan, Dana Blevins, Mike Ward. Scott Hofland, Coach David Rivera and Coach Joe Suarez. 
Track thinclads 
break many 
a finish line 
The Track Team, led by 
Coaches Paulino Ramirez, David 
Rivera and Joe Suarez, is sparked 
by top state contenders Roel 
Carranza and Armando Hinojosa. 
Other lettermen providing depth 
and t:. ... r nee arc Mike Ward, 
Victor Sanchez, Ruben Lopez, 
Roma \1 niz, Dana Blevins, 
Bobby Ramirez and Scott 
Hofland. Decisive track meets 
that separate men from boys 
include McAllen, Corpus 
Christi, Harlingen and 
Brownsville. 
T 
Devouring miles each day is the task of these members: Diego Luna, 
Manuel Escamilla, Ruben Lopez, Manuel Olivarez and Artemlo 
Fonseca. Eat up! 
High and lmerrnediate hurdlers kept up their practice vigorously ach da) . Thes
e able gazell s include Joe 
Fonseca, Candelario Gutlerr1::z , Manu I Casas, Ruben Lopez , Scott Hofland , Mi
ke Gonzalez and Anemio 
Fonseca. 
Long distance runners in the Track Team include . left to right. Manue l Escamil
la. Manuel Olivarez, Diego 
Luna, Roman Alaniz, Ruben Lopez , Jose Luis Garcia , Lore nzo Trujillo and Anc m
io Fonseca. Run and reach the 
end of that finish line! 161 
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Making the long jumps are Manuel Casas, Dana Belvins and Mike Ward as they wait their turn patiently while Gail McMillan executes an excellent long jump. Will they perform the same outstanding jump? 
Relay Team members in the Track Team include, left to right, Mike Ward, Bobby Ramirez, Dana Blevins, Gail McMillan and Roel Carranza. Pass the stick ahead! 
Geronimo!!! Ruben Garza heaves it high and gathers all his shot-putting 
strength, as he practices to make perfect and get the very fiist pince in 
the shot-putting event . 
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Track members are, bottom left to right, Gracie Garza, Clara Ortiz, 
Dora Salinas, Letty Salazar, Kathy Smith, Lucy Trevino, Connie 
Crist an, sponsor, Coach Julie Perez, Josie Enriquez, top, Lorri Rosa, 
Diana Arredondo. Lcty Vela, Rachel Vargas. Amanda Guzman. Carmen 
Aleman and Gloria Galvan. 
Leuy says, "'If I try hard enouRh, I know I'll become another Nadia." 
"Gimme that stick," Connie orders Letty, "Can't you see that Amanda 
and Clara want to get ahead . Little do they know they won• t ! '· 
"What are you girls doing sitting 
down? Get practicing!" 
Amanda says. "Don't look and it 
won't both~r you." Lucy keeps 
on t ruckin' . 
Girl speedsters 
have come 
long way, baby! 
''On your mark, get set, go!·· 
And that's what the Varsity Girl 
speedsters do every timed mlnute 
out on the practice field. Go! 
Go! Go! These girls have come a 
long way, baby! They disprove 
the myth that only guys can be 
active in sports such as track. 
So, alongside the males, the 
females share in tying for the 
blue ribbons as well. 
The great shot-putter suikes 





A hot scorching sun, sweat 
glistening on a forehead, a 
steady swing of the arm, the ball 
flies over the net, hits the line 
and it's in! Twenty-five young 
people work hard to excel in 
playing against other Valley 
teams. Promising senior 
members for future tennis stars 
are Alma Padron, Don Clayton 
and Roel Flores. 
At immediate ldt, Juan swings 
his best backhand, while at far 
left. DeArmon kills the ball. 
Tennis neuers are, first row left to right, Ray Rosas, Kevin Burandt, John Serna, Kirk Nielson, Alma Padron, Chris Flores, Willie Perez, Ruben Casso, Karen Stiers, Juan Villescas, second row, Coach Sandy Barker, Abel Alvarez, Robert Gonzalez, Art Morales, DeArmon Ward, Danny Seawell, Don Clayton, Mark llertzlcr, Mona Glosser, Nelda Aleman, Robie Flores. 
G 
• 
Left, "It sure would be 
embarrassing to miss the ball. I'd 
never live it down,·· thinks Don. 
Right, Robie demonstrates the 
perfect serve. 
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Right, rda) swimrn1.:rs ar1.:, left 
10 right. Randy Tharn1.:s, Carlos 
Villarr al. Eddie Sandoval, 
lkctor Guticm.:z. Below. Swim 
Team offic1c:rs ak, bouorn 10 
top. rt.:porkr Rand) Thames, 
p.uliam1.:ntarian Rafa Mt.:ndoza, 
Ut.:asurt.:r Barbara Grcmes, 
sccr\..lar1 Laura Brews11.:r. 
pr1.:sid1.:nt Johnny Barbosa, vice-
pksidcnt Juan C. Martinez. -
Above center . divers for the Swim Team are. bottom to top. Carlos 
Villarreal, Juan Martinez and Hector Gutierrez. Above Eddie Sandoval swims in relay tournament. 
.. 
9plish! splash! 
I was taking 
a cool bath 
If you venture out to the San 
Juan pool one day. you would 
probably think the pool was filled 
with porpoises! Actually. it is 
the Swimming Team. This is the 
second year that the team has 
come back in existence. 
Swimming not only is good for 
the physique, but also provides a 
good chance to grab sight of 
some bcnutiful bodies . So ....-hy 
not ··cool off" and join the 
Swimming Team. There's a pair 
of goggles •,;ailing for you. 
Above. Coach Jesus Lopez 
oversees. Center, Relay B 
swimmers are, bottom, Johnn> 
Barbosa, Juan Martinez, top, 
Rafa Mendoza, David Montes. 
Below left to right, the S'v,'im 
Team includes, bottom, Johnny 
Barbosa, Barbara Gremes, Hector 
Gutierrez. middle. Eddie 
Sandoval. Rafa Mendoza, Laura 
Brewster, Carlos Villescas, 
Randy Thames, top, Juan 
Martinez, Coach Lopez, Da\id 








Sun shine on, let no cloud fade 
our skies. Stars keep glistening 
for today there is no need t0 
pretend, you're my friends. 
Today you are recognized as The 
Popular, The Beautiful! Heans 
swell with pride to know you are 
the Belle-n-Beau! 
Mr. Juan Serna, 
Mr. Luis Ramos 
favorites of all 
Just a man who wants to teach. 
the good, the bad, the wise, the 
innocent. For that's the goal you 
set to reach. Teaching those that 
fall and wish to rise, you break 
the spell of the ignorant and 
make your o,..·n good times and 
forget the bad! 
Class Favorites of Osoland say, 'I love you' 
Letty Rivas--! love playing piano, horseback riding, losers when they cry, listening to problems and ••. I lovl.! you too! 
Alben Lara--! love motorcycle riding, eating, going out with girls, playing football and ... I love you too! 
l.<.:tt}' Garza--! love mixing with my friends, Friday night football games , fighting with Linda and ..• I love you too 1 
Jimmy Salazar--! love dazzling smiles, tamales, playing tough football, lovely senoritas . . • and I )o\e you too! 
Ana Dcl.eon--1 love strong muscular men, spring clays, puppy dog tails, light min and . .. I love you too! Steve Ferries- -I lo\·e long nights at the beach, windy days. football, sports, understanding women and . • • 1 love you too! 
Monica Sandoval--1 Iove nostalgic times, awareness of love, walking thru' flowery fields, pizza and ... I lo\'e you too! 
Freddie Ramirez--l lO\'C athletics, flour t0nfllas, hay rides, sweet serious girls and ... 1 hwl.! you 100! 

◄ 
) lfolle and Beau Runnc . 
/ L; cckr Nava. Carlos I. 
Runners-Up say 'I love you, too' 
Becky Nava--! love darling little kids, baking many sours and sweets, 
old motorbikes and • . . I love you too! 
Carlos Campos--! love daydreaming, dancing, honest open smiles, 
good old frijoles, friend! y folks, music and . . . I love you too! 
Shelly Edwards--! love going out with friends, eating tasty foods, 
wim 1ing high waves, sandy rocky beaches and ... I love you too! 
Carlos Campos- -I love daydreaming, dancing, honest open smiles, 
gooJ Id frijoles, friendly folks, music and ... I love you too! 
Linda Ramirez--! love going dancing, riding on my bike, eating 
pizza, quiet days at home and . . . I love you too! 
Lupe Campos--! love old pick-up uucks, women when they cry, fresh 
lovely days, beautiful girls, hay and ... I love you too! 
Oralia Martinez--! love romantic love songs, silly little kids, sweet 
smelling flowers, full moons and . .. I love you too! 
Javier Guzman--! love spony little cars, quiet pretty girls, dancing, 
wacky, friendly folks, music and . . . I love you too! 
Melinda Leal--! love to dream, 'cause dreaming can make you mine, 
red pretty roses and . . . I love you too! 
George Guzman--! love talking to my friends, having jolly times, 
sweet slender girls, walking long roads, chewing blades of grass and 





Athletic organizations always 
take pride in their sweethearts. 
Selecting favorites is a hard 
decision for these young athletes, 
for beauty is in the eyes of the 
beholders. All selections are 
carefully thought through and 
approved by a majority. Teary-
eyed girls and proud young men 
accept the glitter. 

t> 
t cience Club Swee 
'Let me call 
you 
sweetheart' 
"Let me call you sweetheart. 
I'm in love with you." Whatever 
the organization, this oldie 
seems to be appropriate when 
they choose the most dedicated 
in the group. They highlight 
their projects, for these 
organizations wouldn't be so 
sweet without the sugar of their 
sweethearts! 
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Vocations favorites add glamor 
Working guys and gals know it pays to be well-groomed and 
cooperative. As these vocational favorites show off their best looks 
and clothes, they know references like these impress an employer. 
You can be a popular, flashing beauty or a handsome star and a 
vocationally-oriented student at the same time. Not only are skills 
essential for a vocational career, but appearance and manners count 




Joel Arcaute • . • Student 
Council senior year . . . Senior 
Council . . . Mu Alpha Theta 
two years . . . Science Club 
three years . . . NHS two years 
. . . March Rotary Couple 
Who's Who includes elite 31 · 
students in top 1 0 percent 
Who's Who is comprised this year of students in the upper 10 percent of thdr class. They must maintain at le.1st an 88 o\'crall a\'cr.,gc. Students must demonstrate leadership. exhibit strong character and be active 
panicipants in school and community activities. Recipients are Joel 
Arcaute, Joy Aschbacher, Madeleine Azarn, Mau hew Bailey, Deborah Bcamslcy, Nancy Beamsley, Janice Brewster, Irasema Chapa, Karen Crutchfield, Donna Dildine, Shelly Edwards, Ida Espinosa, Linda 
rrasier, Estela Fuentes, Tami Garner, Silvestre G;1rza, Martha Iris 
Gonzalez, David Hallock, Davina Hallock, Scott Hofland, Richard 
Keefer. Maria Gloria Martinez, Robin McKinnon, Mark Ridlehuber, 
Celso Rodriguez, Elva Salazar, Rick Schell. Madelyn Smith, Shawn Taylor, Nora Tijerina and Eli Varn . 
Joy Aschbacher . . . Tennis one 
year . . . Girls' State . . . 
Girls Choir one year . . . 
Student Council two years . • • 
Mu Alpha Theta two years . . . 
Science Club one year . . . UIL 
three years . . . December 
Rotar)' Couple 
Madeleine Azam . . . Senior 
Council . . . Mu l\lph., Theta 
two years . . . NHS two years 
. . . NHS Swee 11oart 
Bicycle Club three years . 
September Rotary Couple 
Debbie Beamsley . . . Tri-City 
Top Teens one year . . . Senior 
Council . . . Bicycle Club 
. . . May Rotary Couple 
........ __ ...... 
...... 
.... 
Nancy Beamsley . . . Tri-City 
Top Teens one year . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta two years . 
NHS one year 
Matthew Bailey ... FFA two 
years . . . Band Beau . . . Key 
Club three years . . . Student 
Council two years . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta two years . . . 
NHS two years . . . JETS one 
year . . . Bicycle Club two 
years . . . September Rotary 
Couple 
Janice Brewster . . . "Bear's 
Tale" two years ... BEAR 
MEMORIES senior year . . . 
Concen Choir one year . . . 
FHA two years , . . November 
Rotary Couple . . . Student 
Council four years . . . Student 
Council Sweetheart . . . Senior 
Council . . . Junior Council 
. . . Sophomore Council . . . 
Science Club one year . . . UIL 
one year . . . Bearettes two 
years . . . 1st captain . 18, 
Miss Bearette 
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Irasema Chapa . . . Varsity 
Band . . . All- Valley . . . UIL 
Solos and Ensembles . . . Band 
Sweetheart . . . "Bear's Tale" 
reporter . . . FHA one year 
. . . Sophomore Council . 
Science Club two years . 
Leo Club one year 
Karen Crutchfield . . . Varsity 
Band . . . UIL Solos and 
Ensembles . . . December 
Student of the Month . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta two years . 
NHS two years 
Donna Dildine . 
Service Board 
. Youth Shelly Edwards . . . Girls' State 
. . . Concert Choir one year 
. . . Tri-City Top Teens . . . 
Student Council one year . . 
NHS two years . . . Science 
Club one year . . . Bicycle 
Club three years . . . Service 
Club one year 
Linda Fraiser . . . Varsity Band 
three years . . . twirler . . . 
Tennis one year . . . Tri-City 
Top Teens one year . . . UIL 
two years 
,. 
Estela Fuentes . . . Volleyball 
one year . . . FHA two years 
,, 
. April Student of the Month 
. . . Student Council four years 
. . . Senior Council . . . 
Junior Council . . . Sophomore 
Council . . . Science Club 
three years . . . UIL two years 
. . . Leo Club one year 
Ida Espinosa . . . BEAR 
MEMORIES two years . . 
editor senior year . . . Quill 
and Scroll . . . Girls' State 
. . . FT A . . . Student 
Council two years . . . Senior 
Council . . . Junior Council 
. . . Sophomore Council . . . 
NHS senior year . . . La Fiesta 
de Espanol . . . UIL two years 
. . . Freshman Council . 
Service Club one year . . . May 
Student of the Month 
Tami Garner . . . Student 
Council senior year . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta two years . 
NHS two years 
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Silvestre Garza . . . Boys' State 
. . . Student Council one year 
. . . Senior Council . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta senior year • • . 
Science Club . . . UIL two 
years • . . Leo Club one year 
. . . JETS two years 
Iris Gonzalez . . . Varsity Band 
three years . • . UIL Solos and 
Ensembles . . . All-Valley Band 
. • . All-State Orchestra . . . 
All-State Band . . . Student 
Council one year . . . Science 
Club three years • • . UIL Band 
four years 
David Hallock . . . "Bear's 
Tale" one year . . . spons 
editor . . . October Rotary 
Couple . . . Mu Alpha Theta 
.en. r year . . . NHS senior 
year 
Davina Hallock . . . October 
Rotary Couple • . . Tri-City 
Top Teens . . . Mu Alpha 
The ta one year 
Richard Keefer . . . Band one year 
. . . Football four years . . . 
December Rotary Couple . . . Key 
Club two years . . . Mu Alpha 
Theta two years . . . Sweetheart 
. . . JETS one year 
Gloria Martinez . . . Varsity 
Band three years . . . All-
Valley Band . . . UIL Solos 
and Ensembles . . . All-
Region Band . . . FHA one 
year . . . January Student of 
the Month . . . Student 
Council one year . . . 
Sophomore Council . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta two years . . . 
NHS two years . . . Science 
Club three years . . . UIL 
four years 
Scott Hofland . . . Track four 
years . . . Boys' State . . . 
Key Club three years . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta senior year . . . 
NHS senior year . . . JETS one 
year . . . Bicycle Club two 
years . . . November Rotary 
Couple . . . March Student of 
the Month 
Robin McKinnon . . Varsity 
Band three years . . UIL Solos 
and Ensembles . . All- Valley 
Band . . . FT A one year . . . 
FHA one year . . . Student 
Council one year . . . March 
Rotary Couple . . . Mu Alpha 




Mark Ridlehuber . . . Band two 
years . . . October Student of 
the Month . . . Mu Alpha Theta 
two years . . . NHS two years 
. . . UIL two years . . . JETS 
two years . . . Bicycle Club 
three years 
Celso Rodriguez . . . Boys' 
State . . . September Student of 
the Month . . . Student Council 
three years . . . Junior Council 
. . . Mu Alpha Theta two years 
. . . NHS two years . . . 
Science Club . . . UIL one 
letter 
Elva Salazar . . . Student 
Council two years . . . Senior 
Council . . . Junior Council 
. . . Sophomore Council . . . 
Sophomore Favorite . . . NHS 
two years . . . Bearettes two 
years . . . Cheerleaders two 
years 
Rick Schell .. . "Bear's Tale" 
two years . . . editor senior 
year . . . Quill and Scroll two 
years . . . Boys' State . . . 
May Rotary Couple . . . Student 
Council one year . . . Mu 
Alpha Theta two years . . . 
NHS three years . . . UIL four 
years 
Madelyn Smith . . . Student 
Council senior year . . . Senior 
Council . . . Mu Alpha Theta 
two years . . . NHS two years 
. . . UIL three years . 
office helper one year 
Nora Tijerina . . . FT A three 
years . . . Miss FT A . . . April 
Rotary Couple . . . Tri-City 
Top Teens two years . . . 
TCTT Favorite ... FHA one 
year . . . Student Council one 
year . . . Senior Council . . . 
Junior Council . . . Sophomore 
Council . . . office helper 
. . . Bearettes two years . . . 
Osoettes one year . . . Drama 
one year 
Sharon Taylor ... Varsity Band 
three years . . . All-Valley 
Band . . . Student Council one 
year . . . NHS two years . . . 
Rotary Couple . . . La Fiesta de 
Espanol 
Eli Vatn ... honorary member 
. . . NHS one year . . . Drama 
one year . . . American Field 




used to screen 
Rotary Couples 
Is it the truth? Is It fair to all 
concerned? Will it build good 
will and better friendship? Will it 
be beneficial to all concerned? 
This is the Four-Way Test 
applied to all that are chosen as 
Rotary couples. 
Madeleine Azam and Matthew 
Bailey, at right, were selected as 
PSJA ·s September Rotary Couple. 
October·s Rotary Couple was twin 
brother and sister David and 
Davina Hallock. 
N:>vember found Janice Brewster 
a d Scott Hofland as Rotary 
C •uple passing the Four-Way 
Test. 
Posing for the month of 
December as Rotary Couple are 
Joy Aschbacher and Richard 
Keefer. 
Sharon Taylor and Mark 
Ridlehuber were honored by 
being chosen January Rotary 
Couple. 
Robin McKinnon and Joel Arcaute 
were proudly named as March 
Rotary Couple at PSJA. 
February was a lucky month for both lrasema Chapa and Michael Ward 
as they were chosen February Rotary Couple. 
Nora Tijerina and Rene Guzman 
were glad when they were chosen 
April Rotary Couple. 
Debbie Beamsley and Rick Schell 
will graduate as May Rotary 




Students chosen as Students of the Month for 1976-77 are, seated left to right, Ida Espinosa, Karen Crutchfield 
and Estela Fuentes. Standing are Celso Rodriguez, Rosa Galvan, Scott Hofland, Rene Guzman, Gloria Maninez 
and Mark Ridlehuber. 
Faculty-honored valedictorian 
Celso Rodriguez is September 
Student of the Month, shown here 
studying in the library for that 
big test. 
October Student is Mark 
Ridlehuber known for mastering 
the computer which will help 
him in the future as an electrical 
engineer. 
Filling the post as November 
Student of the Month is Rene 
Guzman, Senior Class president, 
who is shown with his calf, Sam. 
Left, Karen Crutchfield, 
December Student of the Month, 
has made the first division of 
Solos and Ensembles with the 
help of her French Horn. 
Mid-left, starting '77 off right is 
Rosa Galvan, January Student of 
the Month who is active in OEA 
as recording secretary. 
Below, March comes in strong 
and powerful. Scott Hofland, the 
strong and powerful track runner, 
is March Student of the Month. 
P9JA f acuity 
distinguishes 
nine students 
Nine outstanding students were 
chosen Students of the Month. 
Elections were based on 
outstanding leadership, ability to 
excel in scholarship and 
rendering service to the 
community. We' 11 remember 
these individuals who set a 
beautiful example. 
Below, Ida Espinosa will not only 
leave PSJA with the memories of 
being editor of the annual, but 
also of being May Student of the 
Month. 
Left, fresh as spring, Estela 
Fuentes is April Student of the 
Month. Estela placed second in 
the Science Fair with her water 
analysis. 
Far left, a cheerful heart-
warmer is Gloria Martinez who is 
February Student. Gloria has also 
gained many honors in the field 
of music. 
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Attending Boy's and Girl's State were, left to right, Rick Schell, Joy Aschbacher, Apolonio Sandoval, Ida 




Broader understanding of the 
responsibilities of American 
citizenship and a deeper 
appreciation of the privileges of 
being a citizen of the good old 
U.S. of A . are fostered by active 
participation as Boy's and Girl's 
State delegates to the 51st 
mythical state. 
Boy's State, held at UT at 
Austin, and Girl's State, held at 
Texas Lutheran at Seguin, 
offered 7 delegates 10 days of 
experiencing the manipulation of 
the differ\;m .ranches of a 
democratic government. 
Funded by the Pharr and Alamo 
American Legion Posts: the lab in 
government is a public service 
198 for community youths. 
Boy's and Girl's State alternates are Sylvesue Garza, Belinda Ramirez, 
Diana Conueras, Ruth Leibowitz and Celso Rodriguez. 
Standing next to Madeleine, Eli 
looks like a typical American 
teenager. 
Norway sends her best, Eli 
Dear Friends at PSJ A, 
This is how I feel. Everybody at PSJA are my friends. Not because I 
know everybody, but because to me, PSJA seems like one big family. 
Even if PSJA has six times as many students as my school at home in 
Norway. PSJA goes much more together because PSJA has spirit, Bear-
spirit. 
I have been asked a lot of questions since I came here. The most 
common one is, "What are the differences between Texas and 
Norway?" Of course the nature is very different, but that you can read 
about in any encyclopedia; what the people are like , you have to 
experience yourself. The first thing I noticed down here is that the 
people are so friendly; you are so open both to each other and to me. 
From the day I came here, students have come up to me and staned 
talking to me , even if I never saw them before. This makes me feel 
very good and it makes it much easier for me to get to know you and to 
make friends . 
I have a lso been asked which is prettiest, Texas or Norway? But I can't 
say, I love them both. I love the Norwegian mountains and the snow, 
but I also love the beach , the sunshine and the peaceful palms . To me 
Texas is as beautiful as Norway; it is just different , very different. 
When I finally have to say good-bye and go home I will feel both 
grateful and sad. Sad because my stay in Texas is over, but grateful 
because you made it a happy memory. 
Yours forever, 
Being greeted by the Rene Azam's, her American family, Eli will 
temporarily become a young American who will learn the customs of a 
student attending PSJA . 
Eli, who was warmly received by 
students at PSJA, reads a Warm 
Welcome card from the 
cheerleaders as Madeleine, her 
American sister , looks on. 
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National Honor Society honors scholars on basis 
NHS two-year members are seated, sponsor Mrs. JoAnn Doffing, Erma Bandin, Robin McKinnon, Estela 
Fuentes, Sharon Taylor, Tammie Garner, second row, Mark Ridlehuber, Madeleine Azam, Gloria Martinez, 
Diana Cantu, Sara Cabrera, Karen Crutchfield, Shelly Edwards, Elva Salazar, Madelyn Smith, Matthew 
Bailey, sponsor Mr. E. J. Ballew, third row, Rick Schell, David Hallock, Joel Arcaute, Celso Rodriguez. 
Celso collaborates with his troop 
on Valogram Sale details. 
Officers leading NHS are , seated left to right, treasurer Diana Cantu , 
parliamentarian Gloria Martinez , vice-president Shelly Edwards , 
standing, sponsor Mrs. JoAnn Doffing, secretary Estela Fuentes , 
president Celso Rodriguez and sponsor Mr. E. J. Ballew. 
of leadership, character, scholarship, service 
The Tri-City Chapter of 
National Honor Soclety is 
composed of students who 
demonstrate speclal quallties of 
leadership, character, 
scholarship and service. 
Members must maintain an 85 
average. 
NHS showed slldes of inltlates 
at an assembly; the new member 
was also presented with a candle 
and a key. 
NHS hosts the honor roll tea 
each quaner. The society 
sponsored a Valogram Sale for 
Valentine's Day and a run mage 
sale as fund-raising projects. 
Left, NHS chooses Norwegian Eli 
as their honorary member: while 
Nancy, right, shows off her key 
presented at the Initiation 
assembly. 
One- year NHS members are, front row, Gracie Sanullan, Norma Alvarez, knet. ng. R.ibcr Escoba1, Jose 
Villescas, Mike Vasquez, Terry Welty, Eric Lundquist, Scott Hofland, standing, Nancy Hayes, Rebecca 
Quintanilla, Ida Espinosa, Nancy Orendain, Jeannie Klasmier, Brenda Goodwyn, Eli Vatn, Nancy Bt..amsley, 
Juanita Garcia, Isidora Palomin, Nancy H nson, Mati Cuevas, Ana Alvarado and Maria Negrete. 
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Mu Alpha Theta, an honorary 
math society, inducted new 
members, Oct. 12. A student 
must meet national and local 
requirements before being 
considered for membership. 
Veterans announced rookies by 
showing posters with their 
names . Laughter spread 
throughout the audience as names 
were misspelled. posters were 
topsy-turvy and one sign was 
even ripped in half by 
overzealous members. 
On the following Thursday a 
pany was held at Bella's house. 
New members had to pass 
initiation exercises before 
202 munching out. 
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The Mu Alpha Theta officers for 1976- 77 arc, seated, president 
Matthew Bailey, standing, left to right, vice-president Mark 
Ridlehuber . secretary Rosa Galvan and ueasurer Rick Schell. 
Mu Alpha Theta one-year members, kneeling left to right, are Nancy Orendain, Jeannie Klasmire, seated, 
Olga Quezada, Isidora Palomin, Lilia Champion, Nancy Hayes, Norma Alvarez, Estela Fuentes, Carrie 
Walker, Brenda Goodwyn, Olga Reyes, Mary Negrete, standing, Manuel Escamilla, Mike Vasquez, Jessie 
Villescas, Uvaldo Bravo, Juan Martinez, Ruben Escobar, David Hallock, Dana Blevins, Sylvestre Garza, Scott 
Hofland, Eric Lundquist and Mr. Joe M. Garza . 
Mike checks over his group's 
answer one more time before 
delivering it to the judges. 
David, Manuel, Madeleine, and Isidora enjoy a friendly game of math 
scrabble while competing against other groups of players for points at a 





Quill and Scroll is an 
honorary journalism society 
for budding journalists. This 
year six persons were selected 
from "The Bear's Tale" and 
12 from BEAR MEMORIES. A 
pin and subscription to "Quill 
and Scroll'' magazine is 
awarded to members of this 
society . 
BEAR MEMORIES Quill and 
Scroll members for this year 
are, first row left to right, 
Susanna Mendez, Ruth 
Leibowitz, second row, 
sponsor Mrs. Margie 
McCarthy. Maricela 
Lizarraga, Nancy Orendain. 
Ida I . Espinosa, third row, Joe 
Perez. Richard Tagle, fourth 
row, Socorro Villa, Mario 
Garcia, Roel Cantu, Rachel 
Acosta. Not shown is Rene 
Guzman. 
"Bears Tale" Quill and Scroll 
members include, first row left to 
right, Sandra Carrillo. Jona than 
t 
Mendoza, Carrie Walker, second 
row, Fidencio Zavala, Rick Schell 
and Leo Perez. 
Jose is faster than a speeding 
bullet as he races against time to 
finish his Number Sense test. 
The prose coach says 
"Ennunciate your words more 
fluently and be dramatic." 
Jeannie thinks, "I'm trying, I'm 
uying! •· 
UIL's spirit of competition 
pays off in top scholarships 
Experience the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat. Literary 
University Interscholastic League encourages competition at disuict 
meets in events as spelling, number sense, prose and poetry. Some 
practice meets offer events like duet and solo acting, original oratory, 
and Spanish poetry. PSJA held its first practice meet this year with the 
help of sponsors and students, Feb. 18-19 . 
Ric1< wonders Oh my God, five mor\- minutes to go. Should I use my 
bionic skills or not? It seems to be my only salvation!" 
- I 
Inspired Maro hurriedly arranges 
his thoughts into a thousand-word 
theme in order to finish before 
time runs out. 
Bret and Van think that they have 
all their scientific matter 
together, but do they after that 
super late date last night? 
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DEBATE INFORMATIVE SPEAKING 
ORIGINAL ORATORY 
Janet Bro"n Rolc Lucio Kvle Newc
ombe 
Chris Fl r Er c Lundquist 
SIIONSOR 
n r nda Fl res Evel)n Romero Mn. JoAnn 
Doffing 
J Horton J. P. Trevino 
David Nooan SPONSOR 
PERSUASIVE SPEAKING 





Miss Marla Garza 
Rick Schell 
Ml. Lupe Rodr!StJ Sandra carrlllo 
Oulstl Thrall 
Mw Ana Villarreal Homer Flores 
SPONSOR 
Rick Schell Mrs. JoAnn Doffing 
DUET ACTING carrie Walker Fidencio Zavala POETRY INTERPRETATION
 
Alex Guerra SPONSOR 








SPONSORS Erma Bandin 
Isidora Palomin 
Mn. JoAnn Doff!~ Manuel Escamilla 
Georgie Sanchez 
Mrs. Karen Reyno ds Rosa Galvan 
Elvira l"IJcrina 
Brenda Goodwyn Viola Villegas 
IMPROMPTU SPEAKING D.ivld Manlnez 
SPONSORS 
Gloria Manioc:z M."'S. carole Inks 
Luisa Montalvo Hope Navarro 
Mrs. Karen Reynolds 




Jose V Illescas 
Mn. loAnn Doffing SPONSORS 
Mn. Janet Doyle 
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Mn, Carole Inks 
















Below. UIL students break into laughter. Below left, Christie and Bea 
rev up their spelling power. Below right, "What do all these little 
numbers mean?" 
Celso Rodriguez Irene Cionulez Otto Uhrbrock Imelda Pinon Van Wheat Allee Rodriguez SPONSOR SPONSORS Mr. Roben Soper Mn. Maria Cid 
Mr. Lyman Bounous SLIDE RULE 
TYPEWRITING Manuel Escamllla 
Joe Espinoza Rosalinda Bandin Delfino Lorenzo Armandina Cerda Sylvia Lorenzo JIil Doss Reyes Nava Lc!tlcla Galvan 
Antonio Pena Dana Griffin 
Jose Torres Laulce Henzler 
Hu~o Zarate Isidora Palomin SP NSOR Sandra Pruneda Mr. Marcos Flores Connie Ratcliff 
~ndra Sc~ SPANISH POETRY Dora Slh·a 
Jose Vlllescat Gustavo Baez SPONSOR Unda Coggeshall Mrs. Gloria Po11cr 
Ida Estnosa 
SPON OR 








Members of Student Congress arc, front row left to right, Linda Maldonado, Ja
nice Brewster, second row, Laura 
Brewster, Carmen Maldonado, Liz Plath, Rene Guzman, third row, Jose Huert
a, Billy Plath, Jose Luis Garcia, 
Ruth Leibowitz, Id, Esp.n 1sa, Lydia Perkins, Christy Thrall, Juanita Garci , M
 ca S 1do..,,., , f ur · row, 
Van Wheat, Sylvestre Garza, Joel Arcaute, Robie Flores, Brett Hayes, Larry B
oghs, Rachel Acosta, Sharon 
Taylor, Elva Salaz , Sa dra Pruneda, Roel Cantu, fifth row, Joy Aschbach r
, L 1da Gi nzale , Rut 
Rodriguez, Melissa Purdue., Olga Quezada and Gracie Santillan. 
Council focuses on campus spirit, student welfare 
Leading Student Council are, seated left to right, secrc.:tary Carmen 
Maldonado, ueasur<::r Laura Brewster, standing, vice-prc.:sident Janice 
Brewster, reporter R.:nc Guzman, president Linda Maldonado, 
parliam.:ntarian Liz Plath . 
Student Council is made up of 
students interested in the.: welfare.: 
of thdr school with the intention 
of gc.:tting the student body 
involved. During football season 
they held the annual bonfire and 
snake dance. They also promoted 
spirit by proclaiming "Bear 
Da)" in Pharr, San Juan and 
Alamo. Bear Day was proclaimed 
at Anthony's in McAllen also. 
One of Studclll Council's 
worthwhile proJccts was painting 
Bear paws on campus sidewalks. 
In March, Student Council 
members org,mized the (';dent 
Show. The two sponsors 
responsible for Council activiti s 
arc Mr. Ramiro Castillo and Mrs. 
Deanna Castillo. 
Sponsor Mr. Ramiro Castillo is at 
left: while, at right. Rene says, 
"Really Gloria, two plates??" 
Hard work on the bonfire was just 
one reason why Sylver, left, and 
Robie, right were Mr. Spirit 
nominees. 
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This )ear' s S) mphonic Band A members were encouraged b) Mr. Pete Cisneros to do an outstanding Job. 
Twirlers are, bottom row left to right, Liz Plath, Gle nda !"owler, 
Maryncll Ysaguirre , top , Belinda Ve la, Perla Camarillo, Linda Frasie r. 
Leading the Varsity Band into 
games arc talented drum majors, 
Garcia. 
Concert Band B director Mr. Hugo Gonzales, not to be outdone , spurred his stude nts on to succ1.: . 
half-time shows at Friday night 
Linda Maldonado and Jos1.: Luis 
9ure-footed Battlin' Bear Band 
double-times on to great shows 
"'Left, right, left! . . . Hit the lin1.: ! . . . G, 7, 8 . . . Pick your 
knees up! . . . Band halt I" Mr. C's words ring in the cars of all band 
members during football season. The year Stans off with Friday night 
games. Everyone practices formations and drills for th1.: games , alwa)s 
ke.::ping in mind the annual Pigskin Jubilee. The Bear Band was 
victorious at Pigskin when they brought home a superior rating. During 
marching season, many motivated and talented band students prcpar1.: 
for All-Valley tryouts. After All- Valley, then comes state wher1.: PSJA 
placed thrc1.: students. After marching s1.:ason th1.: band pr1.:parcs for 
Concert Contest. In the interlude between Pigskin and Concert Contest, 
th.:: 11111sici,1ns pkparc for eoncl.!rts and cmb;nk on fund-raising projects 
for their annual spring trip. Band students with a love for jazz arc given 
the opportunity to branch out into the Stage Band. Under the able 
direction of Mr. Marvin Miller, the Stage Band p1.:rforms conccns for the 
community and school •. 
:?11 
Prid..: of the Bear Band All-State members arc, left to right, Jaim1.: 
Serna, Iris Gonzalez, and G~orgc Trevino. 
Ruben abov..:, "If I blow harder 
my cheeks are gonna burst·' . 
lrasema, below, is sweet on th..: 
m..:an piccolo. 
All-Area Band includes, left to right, Mark Guajardo, Roy Meza, George Trevino, Jaime Serna, Jaime 
Mariscal, Victor Gutierrez, Becky Benavidez, Iris Gonzalez, Gloria Martinez, Jaime Chapa, Sammy 
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Martinez, Rhonda Humphrey and lrasema Chapa. 
All Valley Band honor1,;cs ar'-', top row left to right, Art R1,;yna, Mc1rk Guaja
rdo, Austin Schdl, Scott Meyers, 
Sharon Taylor, Roy M a. Bobby Low. Eva Arjona, Leticia Acosta, Georg 
Tre\!no, Jiame Serna, Jaime 
Mariscal. Victor Gutierrez, Ruben Adame, middl row, Ch ryl Bl dsoc, C
armen Maldonado, Becky 
n~n.1vid1,;z, Gloria Maninez. Rhonda l!umphr\,;y, K,1ren Hallock, Diana Go
nzal\,;s, Helen Mas1,;rang, Sammy 
Martinez. Iris Gonzalez. kneeling. Wilma Johnson. lrasema Chapa. ]aim 
Chapa and Robin McKinnon. 
Officers for the Varsit} Band arc, first row left to right, drum major Jose Lu
is Garcia, twirler Linda Frasit.::r. 
head twirler Liz Plath, twirler Glenda Fowk.r, twirler Perla Camarlllo, twi
rler Belinda Vela, twirler Maryncll 
Ysaguirre, second row, A president Becky Bena\ idez, B president Fernando
 Martino,;z, A vice-president lrascma 
Chapa, B secretary Olaya Sando\·al, A secretary Iris Gonzah:z, B treasurer 
Belinda Flores, A treasurer Gloria 
Martinez. A r\,;portcr o~car Rodriguez, B rcp<>rtcr Mario Tr1,;vino, 1\ chaplai
n Sharon Taylor and B chaplain 
Nelda &:navidez. 
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Stage Band includes, seated, Susanna Mendez, first row, Anita Jeske, Rhonda Humphrey, Wilma Johnson, Pat 
Rh1;.ra, Rosario Hernandez, Lisa Murillo, second row, Victor Gutierrez, Austin Schell, George Trevino, Ruben 
Adam'", Jesus Cantu, Ruben Rodriguez, Marcelo Gonzales, Mario Trevino, third row, director Mr. Marvin 
Miller, Scott Meyers, Jake Balli, Matthew Bailey, Arnold Martinez and Oscar Rodriguez. 
Freshmen Band members have a long road ahead, brighter horizons to search for and many performances to 
excel at. 
Band directors are, left to right , Mr. Hugo Gonzalez, Band B; Mr. Steve 
Schulock; Mr. Charles Coward; Mr . Donald Swaim; Miss Libby 
Cardenas; Mr. Pete Cisneros, Band A; Mr. David Smith; Mr. Marvin 
Miller, Stage Band; Mr. Paul Denman, Freshman Band. 
Top left, "Oops! . . . I played a wrong note! " Mid left , "If I squint 
hard enough I will be able to see that sex bomb. ·· Bottom left, '' My 
gosh! Will my instrument fit through there?" Opposite page , the band 
successfully executes a precision drill. 
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Varsity Cheerleaders are, bottom to top and left to right, Nanette 
Nassiff, Brenda Brown, Ruth Rodriguez, Mdissa Purdue, Belinda 
Ramirez, Sylvia Sanchez. 
Our $6-mllllon cheerleaders 
always keep the faith 'till the 
bitter end. 
Rah! Rah! Varsity Cheerleaders are out-of-sight! 
Cheerleaders are. mid-left. 
Brenda Brown, left , Ruth 
Rodriguez. above, Nanette 
Nassiff. 
Melissa, top. sports the shon and 
sassy look. Sylvia, bottom, 
thinks. " Is it this way or that 
way?" 
High-spirited, saturated with 
vim and vigor, and al ways 
faithful. the engaging Varsity 
Cheerleaders lead the cheering 
at games. whether win or loss. 
Energizing the pep rallies with 
spirit, they meticulously plan 
and organize every one of them. 
Classes scream themselves hoarse 
for the honorable Spirit Stick 
bestowed upon them by the 
d r. lers. They spearheaded 
tht- PSJA campaign at the La 
Pl a '-1 11 Spirit Contest where 
PSJA took first place. Without 
their effervescence this sports 
year wouldn't be the same. 
Top, Mrs. Norma Cardenas 
observes her girls while Belinda. 




Junior Varsity Chee rleaders arc , 
left to right, head Dahlia 
Castillo , Norma Gonzalez , 
Oralia Martine z and Patty 
Villam.-:al. 
JVCH9 
spur on Bears 
To continue to strengthen the 
pride and spirit of sophomores 
and juniors is the goal of Junior 
Varsity Cheerleaders. They 
promote spirit among lower 
classmen so that they might be as 
spirited as mighty seniors. Not 
only do they lead cheers at JV 
games, but they also lend a hand 
at Varsity games . 
"Is he still following me?" Patty 
fears after hurrying out of 
pract ice. 
Well I'll be, we seem to be 




Instilling the sense of pride and 
unity of being one in all 
freshman is the first step for 
freshmen cheerleaders. Providing 
spirit at freshmen games and pep 
rallies and helping out at Varsity 
games are some of the ways they 
accomplish this. 
Top left, "Practice makes 
perfect, " insist cheerleaders. 
Top right, Julie is delighted with 
fancy manuevers that the Bears 
execute. Bottom, Fish 
Cheerleaders, Debbie Carza , 
Lisa Shawn, Cindy Villarreal, 
Jeannie Pecina, Julie Fink, 
Martha Chavez. 
And that's entertainment, as.the Bearettes dance 
The 1976-77 Bearettes is composed of 50 girls. The drill team has 
earned numerous awards and has received recognition for its outstanding 
dancing performances throughout the year. They are a spirited group of 
dedicated girls who have performed at football and basketball games, 
parades, variety shows and various other activities. Money-raising 
projects included selling ribbons, programs, baskets, caps, scarves, 
calendars and sponsoring an enchilada supper. Sponsor is Mrs. Sylvia 
Navarro. 
Bearette officers excel in half-time routines. Bearette officers are, far 
below left to right, Elva Salazar, Blanca Salazar, Belinda Gonzales, 
Janice Brewster, Selma Salinas, Blanca Benavides. Not shown is Carol 
Suarez. 
their way into the hearts of many a Bear fan 
Officers, in maroon "B", are 3rd capt. Blanca Salazar, 2nd capt. 
Belinda Gonzales, 2nd It. Selma Salinas, major Blanca Benavidez, 1st 
It. Elva Salazar, 3rd It. Carol Suarez, 1st capt. Janice Brewster, first 
row, Edna Flores, Marina Ramirez, Diana Salinas, Sandra Pecina, Kathy 
Kruger, Tamara Miller, second row, Melissa Gorena, Marinet Trevino, 
Cynthia Vecchio, Lizza Garza, Armandina Cerda, Cynthia Gonzalez, 
Debbie Cabrera, Rachel Tijerina, Norma Alvarez, Nora Tijerina, Irene 
Gutierrez, Diana Casares, mgr. Mary Mata, mgr. Sandy Barrera, 
Roxanna Garza, third row, Gracie Santillan, Nelda Casares, Roxanna 
Carter, Laura Brewster, Guillermina Gonzalez, Laura Serna , Norma 
Salazar, Pam Mc Hale, Cathy Sargeant, Diana Mettlach, Maricela 
Garza, Norma Suarez, Dina Barrera, Glenda Gutierrez, Dolores Chapa, 
fourth row, Edna Hernandez, Judy Ochoa, Lisa Quintanilla, Cathy 
Whitlock, Sheryl McIntyre. 
By the smile on Roxanna's face, she's probably thinking, "Wow! Look at 
those gorgeous legs on those football players out on the field." 
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Bcareue Council members include, first row left to right , Mandy Cerda , Rachel Tijerina , Cindy Gonzalez , Debbie Cabrera, Norma Alvarez, Pam McHale , Cathy Sargeant, second row, Irene Gutierrez , Diana Casares , Laura Brewster , Laura Serna, Roxanne Caner , Nora Tijerina , Dianne Mettlach . 
Above, Mrs. Sylvia Navarro, 
Bearette sponsor, takes a short 
breather between routines. At 
immediate right , Pam McHale 
seems a bit nervous about her 
performance during half-t me. 
At far right, Norma Alvarez gets 
ready for her routine, or Ll ne 
eyeballing someone. 
Mini-Osoettes pack big sound 
··Go! Bears! Go! , Bears are No. 1 ! ! ! •' , is often heard in the 
atmosphere surrounding the Mini-Osoettes. The intense volume of their 
cheers for the Battlin' Bears shows their unmatchable spirit for the 
mighty team. Excitedly, these gals suppon most Bear teams by 
attending their games. 
Below are Mini-Osoettes for '76-77, from row left to right, Lisa 
Aguirre, Iris Garza, Laura Diaz, Andrea Shawn, second row, Diana 
Solis, Iliana Garza, Olivia Salazar, Annie Guzman, third row, Sandra 
Salinas, Laura Villarreal, Cindy Castillo, fourth row, Norma Yarrito, 
Thelma Al var ado, Sara Martinez, Sandra Pecina, fifth row, Norma Lee 
Robles , Sonia Castillo, Elvia Palacios, sixth row , Melissa Palacios, 
Olivia Salinas, Lisa Diaz. At left, Mini-Osoettes may be small in size, 
but GIANT in spirit. 
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Osoettes, first row left to right are, Chris Guerrero, Mati Cuevas, .Gracie Garza, second row, Terry Luna, 
Melba Rosas, Josefa Ruiz, Idali Montoya, Maria Negrete, Melinda Garza, Teresa Contreras, Rebecca 
Hernandez, third row, Janie Saenz, Oralia Orozco, Anna Diaz, Gracie Garza, Diana Contreras, Alma Lopez, 
Margie Mendoza, Marina Castillo, Sylvia Salinas. 
Spirited Osoettes delighted Bruin fans with their "cool" breakthrough. Mrs. Bertha Mejia and Mrs. 
Hilda Benavidez enjoy sponsoring 
Osoettes. 
Cheering Osoettes support most athletic clubs 
"0-S-O-E-T-T-E-S, we're 
the Osoettes, dte mighty 
Osocttes!" That's what can be 
heard from one of the best 
organizations on campus. Not 
only do these talented young 
ladies excel in cheering at 
football games, but at any 
game! On the bus to any game, 
it's common to hear, "Mati, 
sorry but, I spilled coke on your 
uniform.·• Or you may 
sometimes hear a sponsor cry, 
"Hey, Hilda, I thought you had 
the mini-Osoettes with you!" 
These gals put in a lot of effon 
to, not only promote spirit for 
our teams, but among all. 
Alma doesn't lose hope in the 
Battlin' Bears, while Mary Lou is 
unsure . 
Heading the Osoette spirit campaign are officers, left to right, vice-president Idali Montoya, ueasurer Maria 
Negrete, parliamentarian Gracie Garza, reponer Cris Guerrero, secretary Diana Conueras and president Mati 
Cuevas . 225 
Bear Memories yearbook staff compiles 32-page 
BEAR MEMl RIES is comprised 
of sane students, sponsored by a 
one-of-a-kind sponsor whose jobs 
arc to put out a No. l yearbook. 
This year the staff added an 
all-color introduction and senior 
section, plus maroon and white 
endsheets autographed by the 
Senior Class. A color cover and 
cartoon was done by Inocencio 
Alaniz. The staff sponsored rv.o 
sock-hops, two fantastic slide 
shows, football and Bear tag 
sales. 
Efforts were rewarded by the 
attendance of five glorious days 
:u the ILPC and stop-offs at San 
Antonio and Houston. 
As you leaf through this 
memory book, remember the 
blood, sweat and tears put into 
it. The annual staff feels Happy 
Days means a completed 
yearbook. 
BEAR MEMORIES staff of hard 
workers arc, first row left to 
right, photographer Mario 
Garcia, head photographer Rod 
Cantu, second row, l!ditor 
Richard Tagle, La Jefa Mrs. 
Margie McCarthy, Olga 
Villanueva, business manager 
Socorro Villa, Sylvia Villarreal. 
third row, advertising manager 
Rene Guzman, Janice Brewster, 
Susanna Mendez, club editor 
Ruth Leibowitz, Carlos C:11npos, 
copywriter Nancy Orendain, Liz 
Thoma , fourth row, Rachel 
Acosta, Joe Perez, Bi II y Seals. 
Below, Ida Is known as the 
smiling editor. Below right, the 
staff works on yearbook sales. 
color senior section, 16-page introduction, cover 
Above, Richard is off tO 
Dreamland. Th1.: yearbook is 
finished?? Ce11t1.:r, "Rachel 
doesn't kno"'' it, hut I already 
coumcd that bunch", thinks 
Nancy. Bouom left, Roel 
whisp1.:rs 10 his No. I (or was it 
No. 2? 3? ... ), "I'll meet 
you in the darkroom. " Bottom 
right, "No, Mari! You wcr..:n't 
supposed to pose!" 
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Bear's Tale gives bare facts 
The Bear's Talc staff is an organization composed of aspiring 
journalists. Each month they publish a newspaper containing reports on 
student activitks, editorials, student opinions , sports, music and a 
generous supply of insanity. The staff participated in UIL competition 
and placed in headlines and editorials. 
Editor Rick Schell, right, catches up on printing pies . Talc staff 
includes, bottom left to right, Fidencio Zavala, Jaime Vives , Homer 
Flores, standing, Leo Perez, Sandra Carrillo, Rick, Imelda Garcia, 
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Tale will also have a 
column that 1s compieteiy 
new to the Valley scene 
This column will deal with 
the s de news of the 
music world 
It will be called WAVE 
LENGTH and 11 will be 
sponsored by KBFM Writ 
mg the column will be Steve 
Russel and Yosemite of 
KBFM 
Homer Flores will be 
handling the sports page 
again this year Sandra 
Carillo will be the editor of 
Top left, Miss Jameson's face sends forth a bewildered look at her 
extraordinary staff. At top right, arc Leo, photographer, Homer and 
Fidencio, spons writers. At bottom left, rcponcr Jaime forgot the reason 
for daytime. At mid-right, reponer Imelda writes her line: while at 
bottom right, Sandra matter-of-factly types her newsstory. 
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Concert Choir members are, 
seated left to right, Mary Nell 
Ysaguirre, Debbie Holton, 
Susanna Mendez , Lisa Alvarado, 
Nelda Perez, Diana Sandoval, 
Cheryl Hooks, Olaya Sandoval, 
Rosalinda Reyes, Penny Taylor, 
Ester Lopez, second row, 
accompanist Miss Becky Johnson, 
Graciela Garcia, Soledad Flores, 
Belinda Perez, Ruben Garces, 
Thomas Blagg, Juan Lujan , 
Donald Foster , Epifanio Rendon, 
Domingo Martinez, Ruben 
Zamora, Gerald Patano, Noe 
Avila, Elizabeth Ordaz, 
Guillermina Garcia, Patricia 
Pruneda and director Mr. Phil 
Fielder. 
Officers serving Concert Choir are left to right, secretary Olaya 
Sandoval, president Susanna Mendez, librarian Lisa Alvarado, vice-
president Donald Foster. 
, 
Handsome Mr. Phil Fielder , new 
choral director at PSJA, attracts 
students to choir like bees to 
honey. 
Mr. Phil Fielder leads choirs 
"Sing, sing a song." That is exactly what Concert Choir docs; and 
th1.:.y do it harmoniously at that. Concert Choir promotes thc study of 
music and the oral expression of music. The choir performs at many 
functions and competes in UIL. 
Today it's the choir room at PSJA High. Tomorrow it may beo the 
Metropolitan Opera! Who knows how many great singing stars PSJA may 
have. In fact, some person walking the hallways may have the ne;xt No. 
1 song. 
Miss Becky Johnson accompanies 
PSJA choirs during class and off-
campus performances. 
Choir students concentrate on 
their music , while Olay a says, 
"Marynell, you watch the notes, 
I'll watch Mr. Fielder." 
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If you ever walk into "H" 
Building during seventh period, 
you would probably think you're 
hearing about 25 Olivia Newton-
Johns: but actually, it is the 
superb Girls' Choir under the fine 
direction of Mr. Phil Fielder. 
The choir works hard to perform 
at concerts to which they are 
invited. They compete later in 
the year in UIL. Keep on singing 
girls! 
Idalia, Julia and Emma sing 
together to produce a harmonious 
melody soothing to the ears. 
Left, "Ah. come on gals. I want to sec also!" At right, Carol and 
Sherry enjoy singing. However. Rachel seems to be thinking about 
something else, far from Choir. 
JETS perfect 
computer play 
Today you are a Star Trek 
captain, tomorrow you figure 
your biorhythm, and the day 
after you are a big-time gambler 
uying your luck at dice on the 
computer . These games 
developed by Junior Engineering 
Technical Society foster interest 
in engineering and technical 
fields. 
Known as "Rapid Ridlehuber", 
Mark accelerates speed over a 
computer. 
Learning how to use a computer 
comes in handy when working out 
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a problem. 
Members of the Jets Club are, seated, Mark Ridlehuber, first row left to 
right, Eric Lundquist, Janet Conquest, Otto Uhrbrock, Estela Fuentes, 
Sylvestre Garza, Richard Keefer, Kevin Burandt, Kyle Newcombe, back 
row, Mr. A us ton Cron, George Gage, Scott Hofland. 
Mr. Cron shows Mark, Scott, and Sylvesue how to read feedback on a 
computer; but do they really understand what Mr. Cron is uying to say? 
Estela, r~cipient of the Bausch 
and Lomb A ward, works on her 
fair project. 
Dr. Fred Ellis enriched members' 
knowledge with a lecture at a 
meeting. Science Club 
out on field 
When you think of the Science 
Club you imagine people in drab 
white frocks with thick glasses 
staring down a microscope. 
Well, although such people may 
exist, in the Scienct. Club most 
members are just science 
oriented students . The club 
sparks interest in science by 
taking field trips to Padre Island 
and Santa Ana Refuge to observe 
the fauna and flora of the 
Valley. Out-of-the-Valley 
excursion trips are usually taken 
in the spring. Devoting their 
time as sponsors are Mr. Robert 
Soper and Miss Hilda Ybarra. 
Science Club members are, left to right, Kerry Goetzinger, Nelda Martinez, Cris Jackson, Leticia Osornia, 
Natalia DeLeon, Kathy Kruger, Jackie DeLeon, Gloria Martinez, Estela Fuentes, Iris Gonzalez, second row, 
Mary Mallory, Ruth Leibowitz, Ruben Rodriguez, Elena Trevino, Hilda Fuentes , Diana Cantu, Larry Boghs, 
Gracie Santillan, Brett Hayes, third row, Manuel Escamilla, Celso Rodriguez, Mark Ridlehuber, Robie Flores, 
Melissa Purdue, Sylvestre Garza, Rosie Cantu, Nelda Aleman, Mona Glosser, Yolanda Cantu, Joel Arcaute, 
fourth row, Jose Luis Garcia, Van Wheat. 
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Drama Club members are, first row left to right, Ruth Leibowitz, Luisa Montalvo, Carlos Campos, Becky 
Leibowitz, Noe Sanchez, Debbie Clemens, second row, sponsor Mr. Daniel Brady, Ruby McKinnon, Yvonne 
Gutierrez, Vincent Kahn, Debbie Chapman, Roy Rutledge, third row, Fidencio Zavala, Mirna Rodriguez, 
Susanne Mendez, Rachel Acosta, Gilbert Cabrera, Derek Gutierrez, Apple Sandoval. 
·'Hi, my name is Luisa, What's 
yours?" 
"That'sokay, I'll scratch it for 
you." 
"Well, it's been nice talking to 
you.•• 
Charged with emotion, energy and force, Luisa and Ruth hurl themselves 
into the forceful characters they ponray. 
"No, no," says Beth, ''tho can .. 
not the right lines , try it again.'' 
Creativity 
goes with 
the drama set 
Where else but in the Drama 
Club do you find a number of 
students who are just plain 
wacky? Well If you walk in the 
dressing room before a 
production, you will most likely 
be hit with a flying grease pencil 
or someone's wig. With a new 
sponsor, Mr. I a nit.. 3rady, the 
Drama Department is wrapping 
up its year. UIL One-Act Play 
competition was keen and it 
looks like the Drama Club is still 
on campus. 
Officers are, left to right, 
secretary Yvonne Gutierrez, 
ueasurer Debra Chapman, 
president L .. 1 Montalvo and 




Trade in your old four-wheeler 
for a new two-wheeler and a 
ticket to good health. The 
Bicycle Club promotes exercise 
and appreciation of the 
environment through bicycling. 
So, instead of whizzing by in a 
fast car, stop, get out, get on a 
bike and tour the neighborhood. 
At right, Mario gracefully rides 
his unicycle whlle Matthew 
believes in conserving energy by 
riding to school on his two-
wheeler. 
Fellow Bike Club members are, kneeling, Linda Coggeshall, second row left to right, Matthew Bailey, Mark 
Ridlehuber, Liz Thoma, third row, sp< or Mr. E. J. Ballew, Scott Hofland, Mike Ward, Madeleine Azam, 
Mario Garcia, Gary Kotzur, Shelly Edwards. 
Chess Club members are. front row left to right. Bryan Blevins, Joel Ramirez. sponsor Miss Suzan LaPeer. sponsor Mr. Bruno Maninez, Juan Reyes, Filemon Bravo, second row, Manuel Escamilla, Pedro Gamboa, Richard Mendez, Rachel Acosta, Fernando Ramirez, Delfino Lorenzo, third row, Roel Cantu, Ken Plyler, Freddie Arredondo, Marcelino Medina, Ramiro Reyes, Arturo Gonzalez. 
Mr. Bruno Maninez co-sponsors 
Chess Club . 
Miss Suzan LaPeer, sponsor. has 
learned new chess uicks. 
'Checkmate' 
spells victory 
"King's knight to queen's pawn 
four. Queen's b hop to king's 
knight five." So might attack 
and counterattack go on the 
battldield of Chess Club 
cor petit on. You are king and 
soh: commander as you think up 
strategies and lay your plans to 
capture the ene 1y s king. 
Ruthlessly, you send your pawns, 
gallant knights. oble bishops 
and even your precious queen to 
their death. Excitedly, you call 
a check on your oppon1.:. t and 
quickly you fall to Earth . . . as 
he calls "checkmate" :?3Q 
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FTA initiates selection of Teacher of Month 
Future Teachers of America is 
an organization in which 
teaching-related professions are 
introduced to students interested 
in pursuing such a career . 
FT A began a custom of 
evaluating teachers by 
departments and selecting one 
teacher as "Teacher of the 
Month" . The club worked on 
activities such as a break-
through . assisting during Public 
School Week and acting as co-
hosts at a teachers' tea . 
The organization was quite 
successful wi th two money-
raising projects that included a 
candy sale and a sock-hop 
featuring "SAPO" . 
At top right, Mr. McKeever 
suesses, "Funhermore and in 
conclusion . . . • • Above, FT A 
shows spirit. FT A officers and 
sponsors, first row left to right, 
are Miss Suzan LaPeer, Mr. Juan 
Lopez, Miss Yolanda Maninez , 
second row, reponer Maribel 
Lopez, parliamentarian Roel 
Cantu, ueasurer Lupita Garza, 
secretary Maria Elena Leal, third 
row, president Nora Tijerina, 
historian Ida Espinosa. 
Kneeling left to right arc Belinda Castlllo, Anadelln Soto, Noella Tijerina, s
econd row, Richard Mendez, 
Rcymundo Garza, Luisa Tellez, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Leticia Galvan, Javier 
Lujan, Delfino Lorenzo, third 
ro"', sponsor Miss Yolanda Martinez, Norma Leal, Elisa Rivas, Alva Valdez, 
Alma Garza, Irene Lujan, 
Maribel Lopez, sponsor Mr. Juan Lopez, Mary Leal, Roel Cantu, Nora Tijerin
a, Richard Tagle, Lu pit Ga 
Rocky Baldazo, Ida Espinosa, Norma Ramos, Lolly Ramos, Lydia Moran, Sylv




PASF sponsors and members, at bottom left to right, are Mr. Jorge Ramirez, Ida Espinosa, Rosa Rodriguez, 
Lupe Echanea, Nora Salinas, Odilia Leija, Becky Quintanilla, Miss Beauice Laurel, at top, Roy Rutledge, 
Sharon Taylor, Rafa Mendoza, Rosa Galvan, Diana Conueras, Roel Cantu, Letty Rivas and Andres Rodriguez. 
PA9F experiences rebirth 
La Fiesta de Espanol is a new club on campus which participated in 
UIL and PASF competition. Linda Coggeshall was a contestant in PASF 
who placed first in non-native poetry . This entitled her to go on to state 
level. 
Activities included selling fruitcakes, candy and sponsoring a record-
hop. It all added up to loads of learning, hard work and fun, as was 
often heard among the members . A special satisfaction was felt by 
belonging to a club that promotes interest in North American counuies, 
helping people and working to earn their way to San Antonio. 
Diana wonders about the club's money-raising project, selling 
fruitcakes, which proved to bring in plenty of "dinero" . 
Sponsors are, first row left to right , Mr. Jorge Ramirez and Mrs. 
Beatrice Laurel. Officers, in back row, are second vice-president 
Sharon Taylor, president Diana Contreras, secretary Letty Rivas , 
treasurer Rosa Galvan. 
Letty, Sylvia, and Rosie show off 
their beautiful Mexican skins 
which swirl when dancing. 
Rene and Sylvia demonstrate that 
both have a fling for dancing "El 
Jarabe Tapatio". 
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Farmers of tomorrow keep busy 
tending sheep, cows, pigs, ... 
''Baa! Baa! Oink! Oink! Moo! Moo! Cluck! Cluck!'' Is this Old 
McDonald's choir'> No, it's Mr. Sidnt::y Ford's menagerie which is 
tend1..d by his young farmers of the future. The primary aim of the Future 
Farmers of America is the development of agricultural leadership, 
cooperation and citizenship. Their motto is learning to do, doing to 
learn, earning to live and living to serve. Members fulfill the learning 
to do part by raising and displaying livestock and vegetables at the 
Livestock and Vegetable Shows. 
Leadership skills are taught to these young farmers and tested at the 
Leadership Contest. These young men show their appreciation to their 
parents by holding the annual Parent-Member Banquet. 
Future Farmers of America officers include, bottom left to right, v . p. 
Corky Dreibelbis. sweetheart Lynn Carrothers, rep. Eddie Trevino, top, 
sec. Mike Ward, sent. Brad Bowen, treas. Bobby Glick, chap. Steve 
Talbert. pres. Rodney Beamsley. 
FFA members are, bottom row left to right, Yvette Fowler, Ruth 
Cavazos, Maria Castilleja, Ismael Castilleja, Da"·n Earnest, Lynne 
Carrothers, Barbara Gremes, Mike Blagg, Steve Talben, Ronnie 
Suatton, second row, Rodney Beamsley, Kris Lewellyn, Lyle Long, 
Hector Cruz, Ronald Hilton, Timmy Obst, Corky Dreibelbis, Brett 
Hayes, RenL- Guzman, Roy Posz, third row, Isidoro Zavala, Hector 
Morin, Debra Arrington, Beth Fuller, Roxanna Caner, Becky Nickolett, 
Janet Obst, Becky Quick, Sandra Rosser, Debra Quick, Charles Mann, 
fourth row, sponsor Mr. Sidney Ford, Domingo Villarreal, Roy Trevino, 
Debbie Obst, Roel Garcia, Debra Callaway, Troy Beam, David Byrd, 
David Mann, Joel Maninez, Ray Nava, Ben Rosser, Pete Holton, Philip 
Oxford, Toby Decker, Roel Cantu, sponsor, Mr. David Kempen, fifth 
row, Willie Skaggs, Charlie Doffing, Veo Flores, Mule Obst, Eddie 
Trevino, Raymond Honness, Jeff Noland, Brad Bowen, Richard Stiers, 
Mike Ward, Bubba Alaniz, Ben Fuller, Bob Glick, Jerice Miller and 
Andre Hortness. 
We tried to discover this welder's identity--he wouldn't yield his 




born this year 
he 1fam English Club was 
started this year by Mrs . Maria 
C • T ~ seed behind the birth of 
this club was borne out of student 
interest in travel. Members are 
motivated by ea rung to 
travel, experience and retain 
knowledge of ·cit 1g and varied 
worlds beyond their own. 
Yolanda, left, voices her 
nomination for office to Roy, at 
right. 
Seated at bottom are, left to right, Jeff Gage, Maria Ibarra, Roy Luci
o, Elma Casares, sponsor Mrs. Maria 
Cid, Guille Gonzalez, Olga Garcia, standing, Mo de la Cruz, Jay Pal
acios, Jake Balli. Eddie Ramirez, seated 
at top, Melissa Gorena, Yolanda Cantu, Belinda Castillo, Beverly Tay
lor, Melly Enriquez, Diana Vargas, 
Hope Navarro, Edna Flores, Noemi Ramirez. 
Top Teen members are, front row left to right, Olivia Tobias, Elvira Tijerina, Olga Alaniz, Sandra Pruneda, 
Lupe Cavazos, second row, Nora Tijerina. Lydia Perkins, Rocky Baldazo, third row. Debbie Brooks, Lolly 
Ramos, Maribel Lopez, Esmeralda Enriquez, Norma Ramos, Lala Soto, Nelly Tijerina, Helen Hernandez, 
Monica Sandoval. Beverly Taylor, Doreen DuPaul. Rachel Acosta, Yvonne Romero, fourth row, Yolanda 
Cantu, Rosie Hernandez, Hilda Fuentes, Elena Trevino, Luisa Tellez, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Daisy Oliva, 
Christy Thrall, Jamie Peel. Donna Dildine. 
TCTT urges all 
to give blood 
Known for their community 
awareness, TCTT has done much 
to serve our school and 
community. Chickens, they are 
not, for they stood the sight of 
blood as they co-sponsored a 
blood drive . Christmas was 
brighter, with their radiant 
office uee. 
TCTT officers are, left to right, 
president Nora Tijerina. junior 
vice-president Beverly Taylor, 
historian Doreen DuPaul, 
songleader Olivia Tobias, vice-
president Lydia Perkins and 
historian Jamie Peel. 
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Leo Club members are. first row left to right. Alma Lopez. B\.!atrice Paz, Diana Keefer, Manuel Escamilla. 
Loree Trevino. David Martinez, Jose Luis Garcia. Rachel Acosta. Melissa Galvan. Becky Hernandez. Laura 
Sanchez. Lucy Cunis. second row. Carlos Campos. Becky Leibowitz, Ruth Leibowitz. Irene Hernandez. 
Yvonne Romero. Linda Garcia. 
Leos bring 
sunshine 
to old folks 
··Deck the hall with boughs of 
holly. fa-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-
la. · ' could be heard from the Leo 
Club this Christmas as they 
delighted old folks with carols. 
Besides caroling, this service 
club participates in various 
drives in conjunction with the 
Pharr Lions. Members work so 
that they will be able to attend 
the annual State Leo Convention 
in May. 
Officers are, left to right, sec. 
Yvonne Romero, v. p. Becky 
Leibowitz. pres. Ruth Leibowitz. 
board member Helen Hernandez, 
standing. treas. Carlos Campos. 
board member Linda Garcia. 
board member Jose Garcia. 
Kiwanis back 
Key Clubbers 
Helping the community in as 
many ways as possible is the 
principal purpose behind the Key 
Club. In conjunction with the 
Kiwanis of Pharr, the club 
sponsored a pancake supper, a 
cancer drive and a campaign 
against muscular drstrophy. The 
Key Club is a flcdling division of 
the Kiwanis, which is a service 
organization for involved adults. 
Officers are pres. Scott Hofland, 
v. p. Richard Keef er, sec. - treas. 
Matthew Bailey, parl. Dana 
Blevins. 
Members are, sitting, Dana 
Blevins, Phil Oxford, Brad 
Bowen, Richard Stiers , George 
Gage, Gorky Dreibelbis, 
standing, Richard Keefer, 
Matthew Bailey, Scott Hofland, 
Jake Balli, Howard Hinojosa, 
Mr. David Kempen, Mike Ward, 
Mr. Dwight Robertson. 
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FHAers for '76-77 are, front row. Beny Gonzalez, second row left to right, Marla Elena Elizalde. Betty Lopez. 
Minnie Escobedo. Maria Hortenla Castillo, Aradelia Soto. Blanca Hernandez, Graciela Puente, Susie 
Palacios, Rosie Camarillo, third row, sponsor Mrs. Viola Nonon. sponsor Mrs. Noemi Soriente, Elena 
Aguilera, Esmeralda Salazar, ldali Montoya. Oralla Orozco, Nora Gonzalez, Esmeralda Hinojosa. Estela 
Tellez, Gracie Garza, Irene Garza, Doris Silva, Elena Garza, Hilda Arispe, sponsor Mrs. Gracie Champion, 
Mrs. Chris Willingham, Mrs. Jane Ramos. 
FHA promotes 
joys of home 
Do you love the smell of 
pastries baking in the oven? Have 
you ever watched you mother toil 
over supper and later enjoyed the 
feast at the table? Do you wish 
you could cook as well as mom? 
A fine suggestion for you, my 
friend, is to join FHA. This club 
helps promote the widely 
accepted idea that the way to a 
person's heart is through his 
stomach. 
Josefina, Estella, Elena, Maria and Sandra work hard at the FHA 
chalupa supper, but Irene stops to say "Cheese?" 
Baldemar shows everyone how to 
"get down and study." 
Studying and learning is the main 
Ingredient in CV AE. 
CVAE pupils 
learn and earn 
at same time 
Instead of always being 
confined to a dull and dreary 
classroom desk, how would you 
like to learn and earn at the 
same time? Coordinated 
Vocational and Academic 
Education lets students work off 
campus while they prepare to 
enter a chosen vocation. 
Coordinating studies and work 
gives an enterprising youth a 
chance to gain experience. 
Making up this year's CVAE Coop are, front row left to right, Mary Ann Bravo, Liza Martinez, Alma Nino, Janie Rodriguez, Rosa Adame, second row, sponsor Mr. Fausto Galvan, Roy Ramos, Joey Vargas, Mando Rivera, Armando Montanez, Baldemar Quezada, Pedro Quintero, Sabino A. Sotelo and Homero Cordova. 
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OEA memb rs for the year 1976-77 arc, seated left to right, Beck, Quintanilla, 
Olga Leal. Maria Mora les , 
Oralia Peralez , Rosal\'a Ramos , Irma Hinojosa, standing , Gracida Snell , Odilia
 Leija , Sylvia Lozano , Blanca 
Tom.:s , sp,msor Mrs . Virginia Linville , Da\'id Be rmea, Rosa t,alvan, Elisa Rosale
s , Mali CUt.: \ as , Hi lda 
Sanchez , Yolanda Huerta, Oralla Sancl1 z, Ester Cha,ez . 
OEA furthers 
office careers 
To further the education of 
students interested in pursuing an 
off ccL ~ ional career is the 
goal of Vocat ional Office 
Edu t. ,n . VOE specializes 
in individualized instruction . 
Class curriculum is correlated by 
an advisory committee composed 
of local businesses and 
community leaders. Aspiring 
youths in this clas repare for 
Area II contests , Office 
Education Associat n tate and 
national competition and civil 
service tests. 
People filling the OEA offices are 
secretary Rosa Emma Galvan , 
vice-president Elisa Rosales, 
ueasurer Mati Cucvas, president 
David Bermea. 
Vocational Office Education Coop members arc, kneeling left to right, Nora Mendiola, Blanca DeLeon, 
Esmeralda Hinojosa, Elma Moya, second row, Juanita Gonzalez, Elisa Rendon, Gloria Cirlos, Nilda Ramos, 
Agnes Tom.:s, Sylvia Gonzales, Raquel Garza, Felipa Hernandez, Yolanda Leal, coordinator Miss Noelia 
Alaniz, third row, Brenda Mayes, Diana Ramos, Diana Montoya, Cris Quilantan, Thelma Villarreal, Janie 
Molina, Esmelda Linan and Debbie Holton. 
Leading OEA are treasurer Linda Garza, vice-president Agnes Torres, 
president Sylvia Gonzales, secretary Raquel Garza. 
VOE Coop 
opens doors 
Being able to type 60 words per 
minute, write in shorthand, filt-
reports and courteously answer 
phones are some skills essential 
for an office career. Vocational 
Office Education Coop promotes 
a better understanding of office 
occupations and endeavors to 
develop good office habits in all 
its pupils. Students are allowed 
to work half-day while studying 
office procedures. The theory 
behind this is that students gain 








Distributive Education Clubs of 
America is an all-powe rful 
campus organization with the 
purpose of preparing students for 
the business world in marketing 
and distribution . If you enjoy 
working in a place where you can 
meet people: learn about the 
business world: and best of all 
earn money, then DECA might 
just be for you . 
Carlos Cantu gets to stock shelves 
anong other duties as an 
employee of Medico Drugs in 
Pharr. 
Dora Quesada, an Adkins 
Ant ues employ , g ts an 
opportunity to learn about the 
antique indusuy. 
DECA chapter 
en riches lives 
DECA is experiencing its 
largest enrollment since the PSJA 
chapter first organized in 1947. 
DECA students usually continue 
in their previous year's 
employmcll!. 
Rudy Handy, president of the 
DECA I chapter, works diligently 
as a trainee for Luby's cafeteria 
in McAllen. Mrs. Day's students 
work in various upper Valley 
busi ncsscs. 
DECA members are, first row left to right, Letty Gar a, Rosalinda Ramirez, Mary Mata, Idalia Garcia, second row, Yolanda Contreras, Josefa Aleman , Sheila Schultz, Idalia Montoya, Mary Quintanilla, Oralia Alvarado, Greg Garcia, third row, David Pena, Rachel (')mez, Naomi Alvarado, Yolanda Martinez, Janie Perez, Alicia Saucedo, Sonia Gutierrez, Lupita Hernandez, Agusune Obregon, sponsor Mrs. Billie Day, founh row, Robert 




Developing leadership abilities 
and setting high standards in 
trade ethics are two of the main 
goals of Industrial Cooperative 
Training. !CT endeavors to 
develop basic manipulative skills 
to prepare high school youths for 
employment in a vast range of 
occupations. The PSJA-based 
club belongs to Chapter 380 of 
VICA and competes in the XI 
Skills and Leadership Contest 
annually. 
I CT sells the three c · s . 
cokes, candy and chips. 
!CT members this year are, front row left to right, Ramiro Esquivel, Rudy Maninez, Juan Linan, second row , 
Eduardo Bennett , Zulema Guena , Diana Moreno, Anabel Garza , Santiago Valdez, sponsor Mr. James 
Magness , third row, Howard Coffman, Doug Lankford, Jeff Noland, David Lopez, Raul Sandoval. Gilben 
Ramirez and Jerry Oniz. 
DOT ml;mbcrs arc, sitting ldt to right, Rosn Ynrrito, Delia Vasquez, Melinda R:11nos, Rebecca Navarro, Maria Ordonez, Ma. Isabel Gonzalez, Rosaura Ramos, Mary Mendoza, Cynthin Olivarez, standing, Willie Garcia, 
Gloria Avila, Mary Lou Lopez, Esmeralda Salazar, Celia Quintero, Narciso De La Cruz, Sylvia Ramirez, Juanita Gonzalez and sponsor Mr. Arnold Willingham. 
DOT puts out 
printed word 
People behind machines that 
put out the very print you are now 
reading acquired skills which 
range from setting type.. o 
enlarging print. Duplicating 
Office Training, sponsored by 
Mr. Arnold WillinghaM, suives 
to teach skills which are inherent 
to running priming machines. 
Below left, DOT officers are, 
left to right, vice-president 
Melinda Ramos, preside m Celia 
Quintero, secretary Cindy 
Olivarez. Center, Esmeralda and 
Gloria turn out copies. 
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Kneeling are, left to right. Rosalio Gomez, Juan Puente, Emilio DeLeon, Adan Martinez , Julian Garza, 
Marcelino Gutierrez, second row, Luciano Chapa , Armando Lopez, Sergio Gonzalez, Oscar Magallan, third 
row, Eufracio Garcia, Leo Palacios , Ruben Ramos . Hector Diaz, Noe Garcia, fourth row, Hector Mendez , 




A squeak of the wrench, "That 
does it. · · Wheels screeching, a 
young man emerges from beneath 
a car on his creeper. Gently he 
lifts the hood and checks the 
water and oil. Affectionately, 
he pats the shiny surface of the 
car as he listens to the softly 
purring engine . Yes, 
"satisfaction guaranteed" is the 
motto of these ambitious young 
mechanics. 
Officers are , left to right, sec. Lupe Escalante, v. p. Raul Sotelo. pres. 
Rodolfo Gonzales, treas. Rudy DeLeon, sgt. -at-arms Jaime Lopez, back 
row, rep. David Gonzales, parl. Ramon Zarate . 
Night auto mechanics this year included, first row left to right, sponsor Mr. Aristeo Palacios, Jose Angel 
Rivera, Luis Contreras, Luis Rios, Manuel Liscano, Jessie Garcia, Leonel Gomez, second row, Guadalupe 
Gomez, Lazaro Velasquez. Hector Soto, Andres Enrhtuez and Ciro Martinez. 
Left, Eusebio and Mickey clean 
pans of a motor as Ciro, right, 
supervises, "Now fellas 
remember to get each part and 
don't miss any spots." 
Migrant auto 
mechanics 
learn by night 
An experiment in vocational 
education, the night Auto 
Mechanics Club, offers migrants 
a chance to learn the 
fundamental skills of a 
mechanic. This pioneering club, 
presently in its formative years, 
has instilled the policy that '' a 
job well done is a job well 
earned" in all its students. These 
dedicated young mechanics at 
PSJA take immense pride and 
pleasure in their work . 
259 
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Meehan ics fix 
most makes 
Toyota, Ford, Datsun, 
Chevrolet . . . you name it, we 
fix it. This is the motto of 
General Mechanic Repair. They 
strive to establish quality and 
perfection in all work. 
Club officers include, kneeling, 
Cesario Mancha, standing left to 
right, James Martinez, Jose 
Martinez, sitting, Ascencion 
Vela, Victor Vasquez, Rafael 
Martinez. 
General Mechanic Repair members are, first row left to right, Jose Garza, Cesario Mancha, Ascencion Vela, 
second row, Jose Sanchez, Alfredo Bernal, George Fuentes, sponsor Mr. Roy Hopkins, third row, James 
Martinez, Rafael Martinez, Juan Bermea, Victor Vasquez, Jose Martinez, Ricardo Longoria, Paul Carlin. 
EAR members are, sitting left to right, Irma Silva, Vicky Guerra, Virginia TiJerlna, kneeling. Jessie Aleman, Andres Enriquez. Rene Rios. Raul Ocanas. Abel Ramirez, Harold Arredondo, Rogelio Escareno, Abel Padron, Ruben Colmenero, Margarito Zuniga, standing, Antonio Lopez. Ramon Gomez, Armando Alaniz, Richard Crutchfield, Daniel Hernandez, Arturo Torres, Alfonso Salinas, Richard Galvan, Romeo Sanchcz, Jose Ruiz, Julio Garza, Mario Lopez, Edgar Perez. sponsor Mr. Elo} Garcia. 
EAR officers arc, kneeling left to right, sgt. -at-arms Abd Ramirez, sec. Irma Sll\a, treas. Julio Garza. standing, pres. Ramon Gomez. 




for EAR skills 
Helping students attain a 
purpose in life and promoting 
high standards in trade ethics, 
workmanship and safety are two 
of the purposes of Electric 
Appliance Repair. EAR develops 
the vocational and leadership 
abilities of a student through 
panicipation in educational and 
vocational activities. Their 




of trades class 
"Tap, tap, tap, goes the 
hammer ... Zing, Zing, Zing 
goes the saw . . . " was written 
to describe what goes on behind 
closed doors of a building trades 
classroom. Building Trades trains 
future carpenters, builders and 
contractors. It dirl!cts student 
talent t0wards a successful and 
rewarding career in construction. 
It's from the skillfully trained 
hands of young men like these 
that futurl! homes, churches, 
schools and skyscrapers will rise. 
Building Trades students are, bottom ltft to right, Juan Lopez, Mario 
Rodriguez, top, sponsor Mr. Allie McKee, Adan Ruiz, Pete Mercado, 
Pablo Cantu, Oscar Martinez, Noc Morin, Victor Alvarado, Jesus 
Gutierrez and Rubl!n Martinez. 
Building Trades includes, bottom left to right, Ramiro Meza, Juan Martinez, Juan Palomo, Joe Suarez, top, 
Mr. Allie McKee, Nancy Munoz, Juan Alvarez, Alfredo Garza, Roel Flores, Samuel Robles, Juan Escamilla, 
Fernando Gutierrez, Caesar Prado, Reynaldo Zamarripa, Rosie Yarrito . 
Metal Tratles students arc, left to right. Erasmo Garcia. Mark Derr. Joe 
Huerta. Pablo Carr, Reymundo Guzman, David Earnest, Homcro 





Preparing youths for a vocation 
in the metal trades field is the 
goal of the Metal Trades Club. 
Metal trades classes de~elop the 
skills and ability of students 
planning a future in this field. 
The club turns out students ,,_.ith 
experience and pride. These 
enterprising youths arc the future 
assets of our community. Their 
club chapter competes at 
different locations. Competition 
allo,,_.s students lO experience the 
competitiveness that exists in a 
vocational field. Students also 
learn the importance of 
cooperation. 
Afternoon metal trade students arc, kneeling left to right, Hornero Vasquez. Adrian Mireles, Marlo Martinez. 
Joel Villegas, second row, Gerardo Garcia, Jose Garza, Richard Tillman. Ruben Magallan, Bruno Gomez, 
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Wig Service • 
Permanents • 
HOUSE OF BEAUTY 
Straightening • 
304 N . Fir St. 
Pharr , Texas 
787-9193 




4221 S. Hi way 281 
Edinburg, Texas 78539 
CHARLES KELLOGG 
















Groc . - -Milk--Bread 
Ice Cream--Cigarettes 
and Sodas 
4 Blocks North 
on Alamo Road 
San Juan 
787-1701 
A place to sign with Rexall in mind . 
NEWCOMBE REXALL 
PHARMACY 
125 West Park, Pharr, Texas 
Pharmacists: 
Quentin Newcombe, Jr. 
Louise Newcombe 
26i 
WE CARRY THEM All 
CROWN YAMAHA 
IANG • OLUFSON IOZAIC 
REVOX rttASE LINEAR 
KENWOOD PIONEER 
MARANTZ iECHNICS 







La Plaza Sound • • La Plaza Mall • • McAllen • • 
El Centro Sound 
El Centro Mall 
Pharr 
KOSS AUDIO TECHNICA 687-1181 : • 787-1871 SHURE STANTON 
llXAS INSTRUM ENTS KINGSf'OINT 




AUDIO PULSE JENSEN 
IIG IRUTE DI X 
RECORD A CALL CERWIN VEGA 
$WITCHCRAFT 
CComel_ete Electronte AccHsories O H,-F, Equ,pment 
D TV's D Commerc,al Sound and Video 
0 Over 20.000 Records To Choose From (If We don' t 
hove it. We Can Get It) C Complete Ho~Fo Center 
No. 1 IN MUSIC IN SOUTH TEXAS 
We Accepr MoJor Creoil Cords • We Service Wll<ll we Seti 
Come in our sound rooms for on audio demonstration. 
NOW A NEW LOCATION AT GIANT DRUG CENTERS IN MISSION ACROSS FROM NEW H.E.B. 
BUEHLER'S TOYS 







EL FENIX BAKERY 
All Occasion Cakes 
Specializing in Wedding 
Cakes 






1909 S. 10th St. • McAllen, Texas 78501 





Complete Beauty Service 
ALADDIN BEAUTY 
SALON 
919 Nonh 10th 
McAllen, Texas 
682-1791 DIXIE WARD 
-owner-

















No . 3 So. Cage Blvd . 




HUB FLORAL SHOP 











' ' For Quick Service·' 
311 N . Cage 
Pharr , Texas 
787-9139 
THE PHARR PRESS 
Weekly Newspaper 
Commercial Printing 
Locally Owned and 
Controlled . 
··Frequent! y right, 
sometimes wrong, 
but never neutral.•' 
Lloyd H. Glover 
Editor-Publisher 




Repair All Kinds of 
Machinery 
118 E. Park--Pharr 
Frank Quintero, Jr. & Sons 




















105 S. Cage 787-9211 
Photo Creations 
El Centro Mall--Pharr 
787-7512 
Custom Orders for 
Clubs, Schools, Civic 
Organizations 
Letters • Numbers • Photo 
Humor • T-Shirts 
Zale's Jewelers 
Before you buy your ring 
Be sure to see us First 
Your school ring means so much to you-
doesn't it make sense to buy from your 
local professional jeweler? 
As school ring experts. we offer superb 
John Roberts rings with the finest 
selection of styles, synthetic gemstones 
and personalized foatures. 
As members of your community, we 
care about your good will. We're available 
' every business day. so you can order at 
your convenience. And our reputation is 
based on professional. courteous service 
-the kind of service you deserve 
Don't you owe 11 to yourself to see us first? 
BRUMLEY'S 
Store for Men 
118 E. Cano 
Across from the 
Square--Edinburg . 
Everything in Men's 
Clothing. 
EL SENORIAL RESTAURANT 
Mexican Food • Steaks • Seafood 
STUDENT: Show your I. D. Card 
at El Sefiorial & get a 
lOo/o discount on any 
food item. 
Call for reservations 
of small groups. 
Hours: 7:30 A. M. to 9:00 P. m. 
787-9145 

















"See You Soon" 
9-12 - 1:30-5:30 MON •• TUES .• W E D . • F RI. 
9-12 THURS. & SAT. 
McALLEN OPTICAL CO. 
807 PECAN 
M c ALLE N . TEXAS 7 8 501 
.-r,-,.. 
RIC HARD GREEN E 
OPTICIAN 686-5712 
JUNIOR'S DRIVE-IN 






BRICK & BLOCK 
MAGIC VALLEY 
COLOR LAB 
803 MAIN, ALAMO, TEX. 
Supplies & Photo 
Finishing for the 
Professional 
787-4442 




MARK'S 5 & 10 
515 • 519 Nebraska 
787-5121 
Mr. & Mrs. Mario Alaniz 
Owners 
"Friends' autographs are forever," 
ALAMO AUTO 
SUPPLY 
755 MAIN ST· 
Alamo, Texas 78516 
A Business Built 




• TEXAN HOTEL ..... • Chung Mei Kitchen & 
Tea Co. 
321 s. Cage, Pharr 
Valley Federal CABALLERO .... Savings Gro. & Mkt. ,,,, 
401 So. Cage, Pharr 
844 W. ACACIA ST. 
787-5596 ALAMO, TEXAS 
Alonzo Saenz, Inc. 
1014 S. Cage, Pharr 
"Congratulations to the 
Class of '77 ! " 
ELMORE & ST AHL 
Con gr a tula tions 
PSJAites , 




106 N. Cage 
Pharr , Texas 
787-9873 
P.O. BOX 546 • ALAMO, TEXAS 78516 • (512) 787-4261 





Golden Fried Chicken 
N. Main St .. San Juan 
Also In Edinburg 
1106 East University 
787-7691 383-0062 




LUMBER CO. & INC. 
Complete Lumber-Hardware 
Electrical & Paint Supplies 
Headquarters for Plumbing 




201 S. Cage 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
787-1211 
Cap & Gown Portraits 
Black & White & Color 
Cameras • Photo Equipment • 
Supplies 
Large Selection of 
Frames 
Serving the students of 
PSJA High School since 1959. 
MONTGOMERY WARDS 
VIC'S AUTO 
Expert Auto Repairs 
Complete 
Body and Paint Work 
All Makes 
One Day Service on Paint 
Jobs 




203 S. CAGE 
Hairstyles for Men, 
Women and Children 
















AITER EACH GAME 





Grocery - Ice 
School Supplies 
787-9202 
504 N. Alamo Rd. 
Alamo, Texas 
Johnny's Mexican Food 
1010 Houston - McAllen 
Restaurant Hours 
Monday-Saturday 11 a . m.-11 p.m . 
Sun . 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Southwest's Oldest 
and Largest Supplier 
of Ponable Aluminum 
Sprinkler Systems and 
Grated Pipe 
OAKS IRRIGATION 




2112 A North Tenth 
McAllen, Texas 
682-7531 






CREST FRUIT CO. McAllen, Texas 
ALAMO, TEXAS 
78SH5 
P O 8 0 )( 5 17 
682-3151 
Tra-Comm. 
C.B. Sales & 
Service--687-1501 









TOWN & COUNTRY 
712 S . Cage 
Pharr, Texas 
787-1992 
THE FAMILY STORE, ALL BRAND NAMES 
McALLEN • PHARR • WESLACO • EDINBURG 
SAN JUAN Buy a RUDY'S 
INSURANCE UPHOLSTERY 
AGENCY BEAR MEMORIES 
213 West 6th 
advertisement. 108 E. Caffery 
San Juan, Tex . 78589 It lasts Pharr 
Cruz Cantu III & forever and 
Mike Kendrick ever and ever . . 787-9022 
--Owners--
McALLEN ST A TE 
BANK 
2 SOUTH BROADWAY 
McAllen, Texas 
686-1733 
Member of F. D. I. C. 
Edinburg's 
First National Bank 
BE SOMEBODY . . . 




221 W. HWY. 83 
SAN JUAN, TEXAS 
PHONE: 787-1762 
O'Bannon's 




La Plaza Mall 
Mal ts • Shakes • Sodas • 
Floats 
Sundaes • Banana Splits 
OPEN SUNDAY 
MEMBER FDIC . 
I.. r:::. .... 
= =---
f!L. -.. - ) t 
PHARR AUTO PARTS 
Everything Automotive Wholesale, Retail 







It'll take more than one bite 
to finish a 
GIANT HAMBURGER 
from 
Jimmie's Gold Mine 
1223 W. Highway 83 
Alamo, Texas 
* Tables on Patio 
* Giant Hamburger 
* Picnic Supplies 
- 787-9163 -
CHAIN LINK FENCING FREE ESTIMATES 
OUR SPECIALTY 
ACME FENCE COMPANY 
201 N. CAGE 
PHARR, TEXAS 78577 
787-4311 A. WILLINGHAM 










STORE lheVILLAGE STOR,Ernc. 
Corner of Morningside 
& 
83 
Alamo , Texas 
Gas, Groceries, and 
Hamburgers 




1112 SO. CLOSNER 
EDINBURG, TEXAS 
383-1261 
THE VILLAGE STORE 
124 S . Main 
MARTIN DRUG CO. 
601 S. Nebraska 
San Juan, Texas 
787-1861 
PHARMACY 
2216 N. 10th . St. 
MOE ADAMS 
JEWELERS 
Since 1918 686-5391 
Timely Gifts 
For All Occasions 
Diamonds of Quality 
Home of Fine 14K rings 
Finest Class 
Rings 







510 So. Nebraska 
San Juan 
787-0061 
83 Drive In Gro. 




EL CENTRO MALL 
787-6252 





Permanent Wave, Afro , 
Wig Styling, 
Styling, Manicure , 
Pedicure, Blow Dry 
787-9243 
1019 W. Hwy . 83 
Alamo, Texas 
Seabrook Foods, Inc. 
111 North 7th St. 
Alamo, Texas 
512-787- 5991 
Southern Frozen Foods Division 








112 W. 7th. Street 
San Juan, Texas 787-3975 
Fred Coffman, Owner 
~~ 
BUDGET 
Lu-Ray's House of Hairstyles 
313 North Cage, Pharr, Texas 
787-6612 
For all your grocery needs 
shop at 
M. RIV AS FOOD STORES 
220 N. CAGE--PHARR 
Ph: 787-2311 
HANSHAW'S 
113 South Cage 
Pharr , Texas 
78577 
Hewitt Electric Co. 
SALES & SERVICE 






"FOR THE CAREER YOU 
WANT, 
GLICK TWINS McKNIGHT'S 
OFFICE SUPPLY, 
INC. 




419 W. Hwy 
PHARR, TEXAS Exclusive Agencies 
ROY AL - VICTOR 
APECO - BOHN 
2201 N. 10th. Street 
McAllen, Texas 78501 
682-8376 
787-4291 919 W. Hwy. , Pharr, Texas 
V ALLEYWIDE SERVICE 
A. L. WILLINGHAM PLUMBING 
SHOEMAKE 
LUMBER 
Lumber • Shingles • Doors 
Windows • Paints 





COMPLETE PLUMBING SERVICE 
787-8204 
201 N. Cage, Pharr 





"THE HAPPY PLACE TO SHOP 
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS. ' ' 
741 E. MAIN 
ALAMO , TEXAS 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
787-4311 
MG.<90'.s LQ ~ode 
E I C.c.,-,t ro t-1A JI 












131 East 6th. St. 
787-8652 
San Juan, Texas 
La Plaza Mall 
MADE-RITE 
JANITOR SUPPLY CO. 
501 N. PALM DR., PHARR 
CALL US AT 
PHONE # 787-1875 
WE DELIVER 
682-8272 2200 So. 10th. 
McAllen, Texas 
HERD #371 




RR # 1 BOX 77 A, SAN JUAN, TX. 78589 
6½ Miles South of San Juan on U.S. Hi way 281 
Wittenburg 
Feed & Seed 
HARDWARE 
Farm Supplies 
133 S. 8 ST., ALAMO 
787-2982 
Ted Alexander • Owner 
Stinnett Jewelry 
205 So. CAGE BL VD. 
PHARR, TEXAS 
787-9968 
BULOVA - - - MIDO 
FINE DIAMOND RINGS 
LARGE SELECTION 
of CLASS RINGS 
- COME BY -
SAN JUAN, TEXAS 
MEMBER F. D. I. C. 
113 N. MAIN 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Virgen de San Juan 
Shrine 
La Posada Motor Hotel 
DOWNTOWN McALLEN 
A MEMBER OF 
BEST WESTERN 
686-5411 
Shop for all your 
shoe needs at 
SHOES SPORTIQUE 
2612 N. 10th 
McAllen, Texas 78501 
Phone 512/682-6861 
•• .;..)..)~.:> a 
J,~ottACCIO'sl!.: . 
~ 2000 ~ 
THE Ol~lOPl(X 
o~ 1'\t VALL£Y 




~ RENT Ac n c A c==-
11 u J J PRINTING 
Busi. 787-9116, 
Res . 787-4894 
SAN JUAN, TEXAS 78589 
TONY ROSAS, Owner 
620 S. Neb. - P. 0. Box 359 
1111 
HAPAS 
INC. stR\'lCI ~,.,,_.111,1 
Renown Foods Co. ....... ~ ... 
llenown 
2210W. Hwy. 426IowaRd. 
Pedd, 
TOMATOES 
McAllen, Texas San Juan, Texas 
686-4304 787-2481 
CANNERS OF RIO GRANDE VALLEY FRUITS & VEGETABLES 
HIS & HERS 









J. Y. CHAPA'S 
WELDING SERVICE 
SHOP - 830 E. HIWAY, PHARR, TEXAS 
OILFIELD - PIPELINE & FABRICATING 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
J. Y. CHAPA, OWNER 
SHOP 787-1681 HOME 787-3754 
tJ 
wX EAST DONNA 
s CAFE 
''Especialidad En Comidas 
Mexicanas'' 
2411 E. LISSNER 




Rt. 1 Box 82 
Alamo , Texas 
A 




BAILEY. MATTHEW- Vars. 6and 
t.~. ,4, Beau, Sta FFA 
1. \\ho's Who 4 Kc 4, sec., 
u :&S., part. S.C.. 1, Tbct 
,4, pr • 4, NHS ,4 cycl 














ED\\ARDS, SH[LLY--Glrls S1ate • 
C.ARLA, RAQUEL VOE ,4 , s c. 
llARZ.A, RIG ERT - MT ,4, treas .. 
v.p. 
vAR.Z:A, ROLAND >--Van. Band 1 CVA[ 
1 He h lpcr. 
GARZA, SARA T nni 1. 
vARZA, SIL ' 
Who's\ ho 4 
Alp~T 
C.lub 3, J 
GOME.l 
pres. Sr. Cou 
•~EZ, R S 
Mech. I, .4 
RA , R 
Van. 
-
Ba 1ball 1 C, rls Track 1, Tennis 1, 
FHA 1 S.C. 1,~,3,4, Sr. Co ell. Jr. 




PEDRAZA. JAVIER -JV Footb.111 1 
PEDRAZA, DIANA- Girls Track CV 
Coop 1. 
PEREZ. BEUNDA--Vars. Band 1. .4 
Cone n Choir 1.-.4· 
PERE?., LEONARDO--"llcars Talc" 
Q 
a Q 11 
me h 1 
QUESADA, BALDEMAR R. --CVAE C 
4 GMT 3. 
Qt:tSADA, D JU Dt ,\ ,4 
Sr, C ncll Hice lp,!I 4, 
Qt:INTANILLA, MAR ELINA 
Voll yball 1 DECA 4 VOE T<..1 
Q INTANILLA, RE E A- J A 
4 S.C. 4 NHS 4 La Festa~ Espa 
QUIN r ANILLA. RODOLFO Amo M 
1, C\ AE p , 
R 
RAMIREZ, ERNESTO- S1o Imm 
DECA , ,4 S, • I. 
RAMIREZ, MARJA DE LAL 
VOE Coop. 
~•IRL , RO EllT -Boys T 
Concc Cholr4 S.C. 1.~. 
llak)ball ,3 4, 
RAMOS, £UNDA--C.lr 
1, Sr. Council. 
RAMOS, ~IKE--JV F 
RAMOS, NILDA--Glr 







s • HEZ. N )[ JV r tball I 





GO- J WARD, MIKE--Boys Tra 
296 
A 
Louis Abernathy - -166 
Ricky Abrego- 77,85 
Ann Ac veclo--------- - --77 
Lupe Acevedo - --------------------33 
:-.Unn!c Acevedo -33 
Roman Acevedo --'!7 
Leticia Acosta - 13 
Rachc I Acosta - -66, 201 , 208 , 226, 227, 
" G, 239,247, 2-18 
J~n DI go Adam ---- -77 
Ros;i Adame 77, 51 
Ruben Adame 77,212,~1 
Bill Adams-----------
Jessc Adkins --
S) lv!a Aguilar -
acna Aguilera -
Manuel,, Agullcra-------------
Richa rd Aguilera - -
Armando Ag !rre ------
Student Index 
Frances Alviar - -33 
Rob<:rt Alviar--- 33,255 
Diamamlna Anaya----- -33 
Ed~rdo Ana)a -66 
Jose Ang I Anaya -91 
Dael Anders-- 110,91 
Loci Anders --- ----------------·- 33 
Roel Andcis - ------• -66 
Hal And ISOn - , lSO 
Gab!na Andrade -77 
Josefa Andrade --77 
Jose Lu s Andrad -91 
Joel Arca IC , 18 , 1 
B 
Estela Barrientes ----- - - --- - - 5 
Irene Barrientes--- ----· -------- --91 
Marla Laura Bautista ------------ ---91 
l\.lary Bazan --- ----- - 91 
Pct Baun----1 7,1:?8,1 ,157,1 ,172 
Troy Beam ---------------------77,~45 
Deborah Bcamsley ------36, 186, 1B7, 195 
Nancy amslcy 5,187 ,~01. 
Rod ) amsley ----- ---77,244, 45 
Unda Be rbo.., r ------- 91 
f mando Beltran -91 
Beltran -- - ----- 75 
a Beltran -91 
na\ldez 35, 4 1., 
213 





Mark Butler - ·------91 -------35 ~n Butler 
T rr e Lynn B I r 
On d Byrd --· 






















lloben Cantu - - - -- -
Roel E. Cantu -36 , lBl. 204. 208, 226, 
227. 240,241 , 242.245 
Cantu ---- ----- ----····-- 36 
DtD •--------- ----·-·••36,235 
Cantu------ - ----- •• -------- - 36 
olanda Cantu --------- --- --06,247 
olanda Cantu --···--------78, 235, 2-16 
ocml Cardenas---·-··· -78 
Cristobal Cardona---·-·- -92 
Mary Cardon.a ---------- -66 

























Hector Chapa - --
lrascrm Chapa --37. 
Jaime Chapa ••---•·-· 
Unda Chapa -•-·-··---
Luciano Chapa -----·-·· 
Alftedo Davila •·· 
Juan Davila ----··· 
Olga Davila - ------
Donna Davis ------
Juli<! Decker ------· 
Toby Decker •···--
Esperanu De Hoyos 
Jaime De Hoyos ----
Jesus De lloyos------
Pcdro De La Cerda -
q ~z 
al me ---
P'- .seal nte 
r r a ante --- -•• -------7J 
l:d r fame ---------------2 2 
Fran E nllla------ 79,2 4 
Yvett D - 68, 160, 161, 20 , 
Alex D 236, 239, 
Cortna a ilia -------· - --- 9 r 
Diana D ~,..-~-"'u"'sa=nn:ca' Escamilla---- ••• 79,2,,..,...--No rr.1 
Ignacio ----79 Juan Escamillo -··- -- •·---262 Reyna do- r 
Juan De ------79 Jaime Escaname •·····•--··---------79 Roble Flores----4 
Leticia D --------93 Rosie Escaname----- ----·---------79 Roel Flores-------
Luplta D ---------79 Rogelio Escareno--- ---,--·-----68,261 Santiago Flores----~ 
Mary D La Re -----------79 Andre Escobar ----------------------94 ledad Flores------
Rarr • D ..a -------------68 Israel Escobar -- ----------·--------38 .florcs----------
Ana DI -76,79,85,110,174 Monica Escobar-- -- - -- ---•--------38 l es------------
Ang e D --------------79 Ruben Escobar - -------• ---68,201,203 Virgin Flores---------
Ann.1 De • •·---·- -•·····-----38 Sylvia Escobar - --- --~------····----94 Zeke Flores-------------
Ann.1 Maria1)el..eon --····------··---79 Hector Escobedo •--•·---···-----38,255 Ancmio Fonseca----------
Arnold Del.eon ---------------------93 Laura EscobMo ---------------------79 Gilben Fonseca------------
Blanca Det;eon ----··---·--·•---38,253 Leticia Escobedo-------·--·---------79 Joe Fonseca --------69, 127, l 
Criselda DeLcon----···· - -· -------79 Mlnnie Es obedo------- ---------68,250 Lynn Foster-----------------
Deborah Del.eon--------•------- 93 Rene Escobcdo----------------------94 Glenda Fowler--------42,43,63, 
Delilah Del.con---- 3 Rita Escobedo ----- - ----------------94 Yvette Fowler ----------------- O, 
EmllioOcLeon - I , 8, 5 Filibeno Esparza---- ----79,127,134,157 l.indaFrasier----42,43,186,189 ,2 0 
Jackie DeLec, - ---- - ---93,j35 Alma Esplnosa--------~---------79,145 Barry Frohmader -----------------
J,n1er D Leon ---------- - 79 Arnold Espericueta ------------------94 Eliud Fucntes---------------------
Juan Del.eon ----------- 79 Belia Espinosa ----------------------79 Estela Fuent.:s----32, 43, 180, 186, 1 
Luis Del.con ------ - -..,-- 93 Dora Espinosa ----------------------38 195,197,200,203,234," 
Mafbela DeLeon---• -- - • 79 Ida Imelda Espinosa --38, 186, 189, 196, George Fuentes -----------------94 ,2 
Mary DcLeon-- - - 79 197,198,201.204, 208,226,240, HJlda Fuentes --------------80 ,235,24 
Natalia DeLeon--•--·---- 35 241, 242 Patricia Fuentes --------------------9 
Oscar Del.eon - · --- •- --- - • 79 Daniel Espinoza --------------------94 Raul Fuentes---- -------·------···· 
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Liza Martinez ---------------------251 
Lucy Martinez --- ------------------ -98 
Lupe Martinez------------------ --- -51 
Maria Luisa Maninez----------------98 
Maribel Martinez - -----------------98 
Mario Martinez--------------------263 
Manha Maninez---- ------------51, 254 
Maria E.•ter Martinez - -- - • - - ----98 
Many Maninez------ 98 
Monce Maninez --------------------83 
Nelda Martinez-- -------------- -83, ·'35 
Noc Martinez ------------- 71,127,130 
Noella Maninez ------·-- - -- ---98 
Norma Martinez --------------------98 
Olga Martinez------ ---- -- - - -- 9t> 
Oralia Martinez -----------83, 176, 218 
Oscar Martinez --------------------Z6:l 
Pauicia Martinez•·---------- - ----71 
Rachel Maninez ----- ------- - - - - ----98 
Raul Martinez ----------------------51 
Raymundo Martinez------------- --83 
Roben Maninez -------------80,83,141 
Rosa Ella Manlnez ------------------83 
Rosalva Martinez - --- -----··----98 
Rosa Maria Manlnez ------------51. 152 
Rosa Maria Manlnez ----------------71 
Roy Martinez-----------------------98 
Rub.:n Martinez--- -----------------262 
Rudy Martinez---------------- -71,256 
Sammy Martinez -----------83, 212,213 
Steve M.inlnez ---------------------98 
Sylvia Martinez --------------------99 
Yolanda Manlnez---------------71, 255 
Helen Maserang ---- -83,213 
Gco1ge Mata -----------------------71 
Marta Mata ------------------------51 
Mary Mata---------50, 51. 56, 221. 255 
Mary E, Mata ----------------65,71,72 
Mike Mata---- · -------71 
Rob.:n Matthew--- - --- --------------83 
Brenda Mayes------ ---71,25., 
Pam McHale ------------15,71,221,22:;. 
Sheryl McIntyre ----------------99,221 
Robin McKinnon -----186, 191. 195, 213 
Ruby McKinnon------------- -------236 
Gail McMillan • -- ----71, 160,162 
Vaughn McWilllams--------- - -99,141 
Carlos Medina------------------ ----71 
Eddi Mc ina ----------------------99 
Gerardo M drano ---- ------99 
Jorge Medrano----------------- - ---141 
Raul Medrano -----------------127,132 
Candice Meisel---- - ------------ 99 
John Melendez ---- - -·------------99 
Richard Mendez ------------83,239, 241 
Susanna Mendez ----- - -----204, 226,236 
t..irlo Mendiola--------------- ----83 
'A '!di >la -----------99 
Nora Mendiola - --- ------71,253 
f-dlx Mendoza --- ----------83 
IJ bri la ""1, O" --------83 
hnath 'I Me. .. >za ---------204 
Margie M.ndoza---- --------83,224 
Nancy Mendoza - - - - - -83 
Norman Mendoz.i - ----83 
Rafael M ndoza 15, 71, 72, 168, 169, 
242 
Rolando Mendoz.i ----- - - --83 
Torry M, ndo a - -----99 
Angelita Mercado ----- ---99 
Pct-. Mere.id -- --------71, 262 
Elodia McSQ itlc ---- --71 
Diane Mettlach- 7i, 2:;.1, 222 
Janet Mettlach -------- -- ---------99 
Johnny ettlach --------- ------ - --83 
Phyllis M nlach --- -- --72 
Scon Mcyeis -- 83,213,214 
Anna ~1eza -----------------------83 
Emilio M~za - ------------ - -83 
Nora Meza - -----84 
Norma Irene Meza ------72 
Olga Meza -- ----- ----· -------99 
Ramlm Me,. -- ---------- ---- 26~ 
Roylv. Zd-- --- - -84,212,213 
Royal MillCll - • 84, 127, 13:'i, 150 
Carolyn Mlll r ---------------------72 
Connie Miller----------- -- 99 
Jeriee Miller-------- - - -99,245 
Tamera Miller -- -------72,221 
Walter Miller -- -- -- -------- ----99 
Adriel Mireles------------ ---- 99 
James Mitchell ----- -----99 
Vernon Mitchell - --------- ---99 
Walter Mitchell ------------------ -84 
Dolores Molina--------- ----- - -99 
Hector Molina--- --- ---236,237 
Javier Molina ---------------7" 
Rene Molina --- ------------------ 99 
Leonel Monclv.iis ---------- -- 99 
Luls.i Montalvo ------236,237 
Janie Mont.incz------- ------84 
Amadlta Monte.mayor ------------99 
Ellazar Montemayor--------------- -84 
Esteban Montemayor------ -50,51,255 
Irma Montemayor------ -- ------99 
Javier Momcrub!o - - - ------------>34 
David Montes------------- - ---- 72, 169 
Margarito Montes----------- • -- ---84 
Minerva Montes --- - ----------84 
Maria Luisa Monte .. -----------------99 
Diana Montoya ----------------7.!,253 
ldali Montoya ------:,;l,2"4 ,225,250,255 
Joe Montoya ------99 
Yol.inda Montoy.i --- --------------99 
Jesus Mor.: ---------------------- -72 
Alberto Morales --------------------99 
Arturo Morales ----------- -----72, 166 
Javier Morales-------------------- --99 
Letty Morales ----------------------72 
Marla Morales----- ------ - - -- ---51, 252 
Lynda Moran -------------------84,241 
Andres Moreno ---------------------72 
David Moreno ----------------------72 
Diana Moreno ----------------------51 
Ello Moreno--------------------- -- -72 
Elisdelia Moreno--------·- - ---84 
Juan Moreno -------- - --- -----72 
Julia Moreno-------- --------------84 
Martha Moreno------------------ - 99 
Rudy Morgan -----------------------99 
Ann Morin -------------------------72 
Celia Morin--------------- - 99 































Jose Luis Reyes ---•· 
Juan Javier Reyes --












-- - -------------- - 02 
-- -- -- 60,220, 21 
-----86,146,156,159 
7, 61, 186, 192, 200, 
208, 220 . 221 
1, 11!7, 128, 146, 147, 
156, 157, 159 
---------61,250,257 
------74,127,132.174 
























































-· 1. 74 
·- _.-t';iO 164 
- , 202 
- ---103 
-- ··G2, 252 
- ···•87 
. ·-••74 
A'urora Sol •· ---•87 
ncepclon Soils •· •--•74 
Jose Solis--·--·-·· ,.,..ii.,,~ •-·104 
































103, 195, 2 
Rachel TlJcrio 
Reynaldo Tijer 













Jose A , Torres • 
Do 



















Armando Trevino ------------------104 
Anuro Trevino -------------- --88 
Eddie Trevino----- ------62, 244, 245 
Elena Trevino - - ------88, 235, 247 
Elias frevino-----------------------62 
Flerlda Trevino----- -------- -62, 63 
Freddie Trevino----- - •-------62, 63 
George Trevino --- ---88, 212, 213, 214 
Gllben Trevino --75, 127, 137, 157, 158 
Hector Trevino - ---------- -- ------88 
Idalia Trevino------ -------------104 
Jackie Trevino -- -----------------75 
Jaye Trevino--------------- --104 
Jessie Trevino--------- -62 
J.P Trevir.o ----- 04 










Lorenzo , lCl 
-------104, 234 
Alva Valdez - .41 
Santiago Valdez --- - - -- ---62, 256 
e Vale----------- •··------89, 139 
Josefina Vallejo ----- -------------104 
Georgia Vanclen Huev.;;.1,-- -- ------ 89 
L.;..~-~M.:::a:;.4r can Vandee Hu vel ---- -- ---89 
Leucia Vaqu a -104 
Alben Vaxgas ------ -- --------- - 89 
Diana Vargas ------------------89, 46 
Demencia Vargas----------- ------89 
Irene Varaas ----------------------104 
Joel Vargas ----• --------- -------- 62 
Joey Vargas-------- -----------62, 251 
Rachel Vargas----75, 142, 143, 144,164 
Elizabeth Vasquez - -------------- 89 
306 
Fela Vasquez-------------------- --
Hom ro Vasquez ---------------89, ~63 
Irene Vasquez--------------------- ~5 
I..ura Vasquez----------------- 62, 
Letty Vasquez-------------------62, 63 
Ma. Delia Vasquez -------------63, 257 
Miguel Vasquez-------75, 150,201, 203 
Oscar Vasquez -·------------- 127, 130 
Victor Vasquez --------------------26 
Eli Vatn•--------63, 186, 193, 199, 2 
Andy Vecchio ------------------17, 
Cindy Vecchio -------------17, 75, 
Dionlclo Vecchio ------ 63 
Enrique Vecchio -------------------104 
Herminia Vecchio ------------------89 
Robcn Vecchio ---------------104, 141 
Elvia Vega-------- -- -- -- - •--104 
Juan Vega -------------------------89 
Juan Vega -------------------------89 
Marla Vega--------------------- -104 
Mary Vega--· ---- --- -----------89 
Telesforo Vega ---------------------75 
Alma R, Vela ----------------------63 
Ascend cla -------------- 1 CO 
Bel nda ----76 9, 1 
Dah V 







Maria-Am " - • 64 
any Villarreal - , 218 
hel Villarre ------ -----105 
ardo Villarre , 139, 156, 159 
ardo Villarreal--------- - -- ------105 
linda Villarreal ----------------105 
nna Villarreal ------------------89 
via Villarreal ---------------75, 226 
Ima Villarreal--------------64, 253 
e Villegas ----------- ---------89 
I Villegas ----------------------263 
ie Villescas --------------------89 
rlos Villescas----------------89, 169 
mando Villescas ------------------64 
ssie Villescas-----------127, 129, 203 
us Villescas - ---- - - - ------ - - - - ----89 
us Villescas----- - - - - ---------- ---89 
Villescas --------------64, 127, 134 
ose Villescas -------------75, 201, 205 
Juan Villescas -----------------89, 166 
Ricky Vlllescas ---------------------64 
Ruben Villescas---- - - -------- ---- - -~64 
Jaime Vives---------------64, 228,229 
w 
Carrie Walker --------75, 203,204,228 
DcArmon Walker--------- 105, 166 
Gary Walker ---- - --------------105 
Kevin Walker ----------------------75 
Nancy Walker------------------ - -89 
Mike Ward---------------- -•-64, 238 
Jessie: Watts-------- -- -----------89 
Miguel Watts----· -----------------89 
Benny Welch -- -------------------105 
Ella W ---10;; 






A lfna Yarrito -
Aic!a Yanlto ---
Mario rrito --
Marlo Yaait ._ __ - -
Rosie Yarrito ------
Rosie Yarrito --------- ----- -75, Z: 7 
Ernesto Ybane3-------------------
Roben Ybanez -----------------89, 139 
Gloria Ybarra -------------------r--75 
Rolando Ybarra-------------••------~ 
Stanley Yerena------------·------ 05 





Jesus Zamarrl p,1 - ----105 
Matilde Zamarr:pa -- ------- -----64 
Noe Zamarripa - ---·---89 
Noemi..umarripa -75 
Reymundo Zamarripa- -·· --· - --75 
Reynaldo Zamarripa -·---- - --64, 262 
Ruben Zamora ---------·- --- 64, 230 
Hugo Zarate -----------------------89 
Letty Zarate -- ------------------105 
Ramon Zarate •----- -------- •-Si 
Refugio Zarate --------- -------
Anemio Zavala ---- ---------- ----89 
EmUi vala ---------------- 05, 41 
Fidenclo Zavala -----204, 228, 229, 236 
Isidoro Zavala - --- - - - - ---- --- ------24-5 
Alben Zuniga - •--------------105, l_',11 
Carlos Zuniga --·-------------------f4 
David Zuniga ---- ----------------ij)5 
Erasmo Zuniga - --------------~139 
Hector Zuniga ------------75, 127 , 6 
Hugo A. Zuniga------------------- 64 
Margarito Zuniga --------------75, 1 
Mateo Zuniga-------------------- 1 
Virginia Zuniga -- ------------------
Bear Scratches 





